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Introduction
The City of Holyoke Community Preservation Act Committee (“CPAC or the Committee”) is pleased to
present the 2018 City of Holyoke Community Preservation Plan. This Plan describes the process for
administering the Community Preservation Act (CPA) in the City of Holyoke. The Plan presents a
description of the CPA as it applies to the City, an analysis of local needs and goals for CPA program
areas, and priorities and potential projects to utilize CPA funding over the coming years. It represents
an informational document for the citizens of the City, a guideline for applicants seeking project
funding through the CPA, and blueprint for this and future CPA Committees in making
recommendations to the City Council for project funding. The Plan is intended to be reviewed annually
and updated in response to changing goals and experience with the CPA over time.
This Plan was developed with assistance from a
consultant, Community Opportunities Group,
Inc., together with Committee members and City
staff through extensive outreach, building on
prior City planning related to the CPA program
areas. The Committee will make an ongoing
effort to coordinate with many interest groups,
including City department heads and staff,
boards and commissions, stakeholder
organizations, and the general citizenry.

For additional information on the CPA statute and
how it is being applied in municipalities across the
State, visit the Community Preservation Coalition
website at www.communitypreservation.org. For
information on Holyoke’s Community
Preservation activity, visit the City website at
https://www.holyoke.org/communitypreservation-act-committee-cpac/

About the Community Preservation Act
The Community Preservation Act, M.G.L. c. 44B, (“CPA”) is a Massachusetts law that allows
participating cities and towns to create a dedicated fund for important projects that can greatly impact
a community’s character and quality of life. Communities raise money locally for the CPA through a
small surcharge on property taxes (between 1% and 3%, as selected by the community). In addition to
the property tax surcharge, the state provides matching funds between 5% and 100% of the funds
raised by the community. State funds used to match local CPA funds are collected through surcharges
at the Registries of Deeds on transactions in all Massachusetts municipalities, which pay into the
Commonwealth’s Community Preservation Trust Fund. The actual percentage of matching grants
varies from year to year, depending on the availability of funds in relation to the local contributions of
participating communities, and the number of communities participating in the CPA.
Community Preservation Act funds must be used for public community preservation purposes. The CPA
requires that communities spend, or set aside for future spending, a minimum of 10% of annual CPA
receipts for: open space and recreation, historic preservation, and community housing. The remaining
70% of funds may be allocated to any eligible Community Preservation uses at the discretion of the
Community Preservation Act Committee and subject to the approval of City Council.
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The following guidelines summarize these public purposes:


The acquisition, creation, and preservation of open space.
Open space, as defined by the CPA, “shall include, but not be limited to, land to protect existing
and future well fields, aquifers and recharge areas, watershed land, agricultural land,
grasslands, fields, forest land, fresh water marshes and other wetlands, river, stream, lake and
pond frontage, lands to protect scenic vistas, land for wildlife or nature preserve and land for
recreational use.”



The acquisition, creation, and preservation of land for outdoor recreational use.
The CPA defines recreational use as, “active or passive recreational use including, but not
limited to, the use of land for community gardens, trails, and noncommercial youth and adult
sports, and the use of land as a park, playground or athletic field. ‘Recreational use’ shall not
include the use of land for a stadium, gymnasium, or similar structure, nor the creation of
artificial turf fields.”



The acquisition, creation, preservation, and support of community housing.
The CPA defines community housing as, “low-and moderate- income housing for individuals
and families, including low-or moderate- income senior housing.” The term “support” includes
expenditures such as development of a Housing Needs Assessment for the town, hiring a
Housing Coordinator, or creating a rental assistance program for income-eligible residents.



The acquisition, preservation, rehabilitation, and restoration of historic resources.
The CPA recognizes historic resources as, “historical structures and landscapes,” including “a
building, structure, vessel, or real property that is listed or eligible for listing on the State register
of historic places or has been determined by the local historic preservation commission to be
significant in the history, archeology, architecture, or culture of a community.

Community Preservation Act funds may also be used for annual “administrative and operating
expenses” of the Committee, not to exceed 5% of the Fund’s estimated annual revenues.
Project Type
Acquire
Create
Preserve
Support
Rehabilitate
and/or
Restore

Determining Project Eligibility
Open Space
Recreation

Historic

Housing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes – if
acquired or created
with CPA Funds

Yes

Yes

Yes – if
acquired or created
with CPA Funds

Source: Community Preservation Coalition
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CPA in Holyoke
Holyoke adopted the Community Preservation Act with a 1.5% property tax surcharge rate at the
November 2016 election. The CPA ordinance in Holyoke exempts the first $100,000 of residential or
commercial property value from the surcharge, and offers an additional exemption for “low income
households”, as defined by Section 2 of the Community Preservation Act.1 As of 2018, Holyoke
homeowners are paying an average of approximately $23 per year for the CPA surcharge.
Holyoke’s City Council adopted an ordinance in April,
2017, which establishes a committee that has the
All citizens are welcome to attend the
responsibility to oversee CPA funds. There are a total
Committee’s meetings. The times and
of nine Community Preservation Act Committee
locations of these meetings are posted at City
members: six members are representatives drawn
Hall and on the City website,
from the Holyoke Housing Authority, Conservation
https://www.holyoke.org/calendar-list/.
Commission, Historical Commission, Parks and
Written comments or questions are welcome
Recreation Commission, Planning Board, and City
and may be submitted via email to
Council, while three seats are citizens-at-large
the Committee Chair or Coordinator
positions appointed by the City Council. The CPAC has
two important functions: to evaluate community
needs in the areas for which CPA funding can be used, and to make recommendations to City Council
for the use of CPA funds. CPA funds cannot be appropriated or spent without the recommendation of
the CPAC and subsequent approval by City Council. In the process of determining how CPA funds are to
be used, the CPAC consults with various committees that are knowledgeable about each of the
community preservation program areas, and gathers information from the public.
Funding Application Process
The following timeline outlines the
tasks which the CPAC undertakes
annually to fulfill its
responsibilities. Proposals for
projects to utilize CPA funds may
be submitted by City boards and
commissions, community groups,
and individuals. The CPAC must
determine whether the project
meets the eligibility definitions
under M.G.L. c. 44B, and then
decide whether to recommend that
the projects receive CPA funding
based on the priorities and
evaluation criteria identified in this
1

July
August
November
February

Pre-Application Workshop
Applicants submit Eligibility Determination Forms
Applicants submit full Applications
Applicants present in a public meeting

March

CPAC deliberates and submits draft recommendations
for Mayor review

March

CPAC makes final recommendations

April

City Council votes to approve CPA projects

May

City executes Grant Agreements to ensure CPA projects
comply with legal requirements

June

CPAC reviews community needs, CPA funding priorities,
and evaluation criteria

Those wishing to apply for an income-based exemption must apply annually through the City Assessor’s office.
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plan. There will be opportunity for public input during each funding round, as applicants will be asked to
present proposals in scheduled public meetings before the CPAC deliberates on the projects to
recommend for funding. Draft recommendations are to be submitted to the Mayor for review, before
the Committee makes final recommendations for City Council approval. The Community Preservation
Committee anticipates making its initial round of funding recommendations to the City Council in
March of 2019. After funding has been approved, the City will enter into grant agreements with each
successful applicant to ensure that projects meet the conditions established by the CPAC and City
Council, and are compliant with applicable local, state, and federal laws. Upon completion of the
funding cycle, the Committee will review the Community Preservation Plan, holding a public
informational hearing and coordinating with other boards and committees prior to initiating the next
round of applications.
In rare cases, there may situations in which a project seeks to apply for CPA funding is sought outside of
the normal budget cycle. (Typically such applications are driven by external time constraints that do not
allow for time to follow the CPC timeline.) In these instances, proponents may request to submit an
“off-cycle” application permitting a modified timeline, however the projects must otherwise follow the
same application process.
Criteria for Evaluating Proposals
Applications for CPA funding must fall within the eligibility definitions outlined in M.G.L. c. 44B, as well
as other applicable laws. For projects that entail creation, preservation, or rehabilitation/restoration,
the owner of a property or asset must be an applicant or co-applicant. Where projects involve Cityowned property, the application must demonstrate coordination with the Mayor, as well as the
department responsible for the property’s management and ongoing maintenance.
Projects are ranked more favorably to the extent that they are in alignment with CPC goals and
priorities described in this plan, are consistent with City plans, have broad support, and leverage funds
from other resources. Projects are also encouraged that serve multiple program areas. Full
requirements and criteria are provided in Appendix 1.
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Funding Availability
Over the first five years, Holyoke is expected to generate approximately $500,000 annually in local
revenues for its Community Preservation Fund. This equates to approximately $50,000 annually to be
spent or reserved for each of the program areas, and about $325,000 that may be spent in any of the
program areas. In addition Holyoke will receive matching funds at a variable rate, depending on the
availability of funding in the state’s Community Preservation Trust Fund. In 2017 CPA communities
received a 17.2 percent match; in future years the match is likely to be lower due to a larger number of
participating cities.

TABLE 1: PROJECTED CPA LOCAL REVENUE
Year

Open Space &
Recreation
10%
Historic
Preservation
10%

Projected Revenue

FY 2017

$490,000

FY 2018

$502,250

FY 2019

$514,806

FY 2020

$527,676

FY 2021

$540,868

5 Year Total

FIGURE 1: PROGRAM AREA DISTRIBUTION

$2,575,601

Undesignated
65%

Affordable
Housing
10%
Administration
5%
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Existing Conditions and Resources
Context
The City of Holyoke is situated on the Connecticut River which forms its eastern boundary. With a total
land area of 22.8 square miles, the city encompasses a dense urban center with a large immigrant
population, suburban neighborhoods, and rural sections with outstanding natural resources. Located
about five miles northwest of Springfield, neighboring towns include Hadley, South Hadley, Chicopee,
West Springfield, Westfield, Southampton, and Easthampton. Interstate 91 bisects the city, running
north-south, paralleled by Route 5, while Routes 202 and 141 criss-cross to the east and west, and
Route 116 runs north-south through Downtown.
While the Connecticut River Valley’s rich natural resources had long supported Native American
communities, the City of Holyoke’s establishment has its roots in the settlement of Springfield by
Europeans beginning in the 17th Century. Initially agricultural in focus, the area was sparsely inhabited
until the shift toward manufacturing in the 1800s. With the construction of the dam and canal system
that powered immense complexes of textile and paper mills, Holyoke rose to prominence as one of the
first planned industrial cities in the world. Incorporated as an independent town in 1850 and then a city
in 1873, Holyoke’s population grew to a peak of 60,000 around 1920 before the manufacturing economy
began to decline. The city’s rapid growth was supported by influxes of immigrant workers who
established distinctive ethnic enclaves of Irish, French-Canadians, Germans, Poles, Jews, and more
recently Puerto Ricans and other Latinos who today comprise close to half of the city’s population.
The city’s downtown core features a unique grid of streets that parallel the river and canals, and a large
collection of brick mill buildings surrounded by a mix of housing, commercial corridors, institutions, and
parks. Business uses are focused in the downtown area around High and Maple streets; neighborhoods
closer to the mills such as the Flats and South Holyoke have a concentration of multifamily housing,
while suburbs including the Highlands, Oakdale, Elmwood, and beyond, feature predominantly single
family housing. The northern section of city, Smith’s Ferry, was acquired from Northampton in 1909.
West Holyoke and the mountain range that comprises Mount Tom and East Mountain retain their
rural/agricultural character, along with thousands of acres of land preserved for conservation and
passive recreation purposes.
As most of Holyoke’s buildable land is either built out or preserved as open space, downtown renewal
presents the greatest opportunity to accommodate new development. Since the decline of industrial
activity in the downtown, many of the buildings have deteriorated or been abandoned. Demolition and
clearance was encouraged in the later 20th century, but more recent revitalization efforts have shifted
toward a strategy of historic preservation and adaptive reuse, along with infill development and
infrastructure improvements. The City actively promotes redevelopment of the downtown for housing
and commercial development through financing and zoning tools such as the Tax Increment Financing
program, the Downtown Residential zone, the Arts and Innovation Overlay District, Community
Development Block Grant funding, and through its planning process. Several recent plans have focused
on redevelopment strategies in this part of the city.
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Demographic Profile
Holyoke had a population of approximately 40,280 in 2016, with 15,005 households. The population
declined by 10 percent between 1990 and 2000, and has since fluctuated by about 1%, while the
number of households grew by 3 percent between 1990 and 2010, reflecting a decline in average
household size. Currently Holyoke has an average of 2.60 persons per household, compared with 2.54
statewide.
Although Holyoke’s population is expected to grow over coming decades, the actual rate of growth has
been less than projected. In particular, the population of older adults and seniors has not grown as
much as anticipated as the Baby Boom generation reaches retirement age, and the City has also seen a
decline in the number of school-aged children. On the other hand, the number of young adults (age 2034) made substantial gains, exceeding expectations.
TABLE 2: POPULATION BY AGE COHORT – HISTORIC TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS
2010
Census
0-4
3,076
5-19
8,609
20-34
8,234
35-49
7,464
50-64
6,837
65+
5,660
Total
39,880
Rate of Growth
Ages

2015
Projection
3,331
8,136
8,317
7,193
7,489
6,122
40,588
1.8%

2020
2030
Population change
Projection
Projection
illustrated by color:
3,304
2,956
2,929
7,373
8,420
8,401
Decline in Population
9,861
7,952
7,473
Increase in Population
7,324
7,445
8,072
6,921
7,754
7,671
Lower than Projected
5,497
6,701
8,114
40,280
41,228
42,660
Higher than projected
1.0%
2.4%
3.5%
Source: US Census, ACS, Donahue Institute Projections

2016 ACS

TABLE 4: SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Holyoke

MA

Race/Ethnicity
White, not Hispanic
Asian
Black
Other
Hispanic (any race)

43%
2%
3%
2%
50%

74%
6%
7%
2%
11%

Immigration/Language
Born in US
Born in Puerto Rico/US Islands
Born outside of US/Territories
Limited English-Speaking

72%
21%
7%
14%

82%
2%
16%
6%

Disability
Have Disability
Over age 65 w/Disability

Holyoke

MA

17%
40%

12%
33%

Households
Average Household Size
2.60
2.54
Families with Children
34%
30%
Households w/people over 60
34%
38%
Nonfamily Households
38%
36%
Individuals Living Alone
30%
29%
Age
Median Age
35.4
39.4
Source: ACS 2012-2016
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Compared with the state overall, Holyoke’s population is relatively young and diverse. About half of
Holyoke’s population are Hispanic or Latino. White residents are in the minority in Holyoke, while
the number of non-Hispanic residents belonging to other racial minorities is relatively small.
Approximately 20 percent of Holyoke’s population were born in Puerto Rico, while 7 percent
immigrated from other countries. About 14 percent lack English proficiency, mostly Spanish speaking.
Holyoke has a higher than average proportion of residents with disabilities, particularly among seniors.
According to ACS (2016) more than half of Holyoke’s residents over the age of 75 have a disability.
Holyoke households are slightly larger than average statewide; they are more likely to have children
under the age of 18, and less likely to have seniors. A higher proportion of Holyoke families are “nonfamilies”, include individuals living alone and unmarried persons living together.
The median household income in Holyoke is $38,829, compared with a median of $51,005 for Hampden
County. Household income growth has kept pace with Hampden County, increasing by 29% between
2000 and 2016. Incomes vary widely depending on household characteristics. While the median for
married families is over $75,000, which is about three times the median income of families without a
married partner, senior-headed households, or nonfamily households, who are largely young adults and
individuals living alone, have a median income of $54,270.
TABLE 5: MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOMES

Holyoke
Hampden County

Median
Income All
Households
$38,829
$51,005

Median
Married Family
Income
$75,420
$85,865

Median Other
Family
Income
$24,525
$33,854

Median
Median
Nonfamily
Income Senior
Income
Households
$25,720
$27,817
$30,446
$34,289
Source: ACS 2011-2015
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Housing Conditions
Housing Supply
Holyoke’s population trends in part reflect the housing opportunities that the city has to offer. Holyoke
has a fairly diverse housing stock, including single family homes, small scale multifamily, and largerscale multifamily structures. Nearly 60 percent of Holyoke’s housing stock is renter-occupied.
According to ACS (2012-2016), half of Holyoke’s housing units were constructed before 1939, while
about 14 percent were constructed after 1979.
FIGURE 2: HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

5+ unit
multifamily
37%

Single
Family 34%

3+
Bedrooms
48%

1-2
Bedrooms
52%

Townhouse,
2-4 Family,
28%

Owneroccupied
42%
Renteroccupied
58%

The median sales price for a single-family home was close to $180,000 in 2017, while the median for
condos was about $91,000.2 Prices of single-family homes have increased by about 70 percent since
2000, while condominium prices have increased more than two-fold. The price of condominiums in
Holyoke has remained consistently well below prices in Hampden County overall, while Holyoke’s
single family homes are close to average for the region.
FIGURE 3: MEDIAN SALES PRICE, 2000-2016
$200,000
$180,000
$160,000
$140,000
$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$0

Hampden County

Single Family

Condominium

Holyoke

Single Family

Condominium

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Source: The Warren Group/Banker & Tradesman, August 31, 2016

2

The Warren Group/Banker & Tradesman
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Affordability
TABLE 7: HOUSING COST AND HOUSEHOLD INCOME, 2000-2015
2000

2016

Change

Median Homeowner Income
$52,798
$74,778
42%
Median Value
$105,600 $188,600
79%
Median Renter Income
$18,477
$21,182
15%
Median Rent
$503
$742
48%
Note: ACS estimates for median housing costs include both
market rate and subsidized housing.
Source: US Census, ACS 2012-2016

Housing is becoming more
expensive in Holyoke, as it has
across the region. Housing costs
have increased nearly twice as fast
as household incomes for
homeowners between 2000 and
2016, while median rent increased
three times the rate of renter
household incomes.

Households are considered to be “cost-burdened” if they spend more than 30 percent of their income
on rent or homeownership costs. About half of Holyoke’s renter households are cost-burdened by this
metric, and one quarter of homeowners. Older households in Holyoke experience higher rates of cost
burden, in particular renters over the age of 65.
TABLE 8: HOUSING COST BURDEN BY INCOME AND AGE
Renters
Household Income
Less than $25,000
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000 or more
Total
Homeowners
Household Income
Less than $25,000
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000 or more
Total

Total Costburdened
Renters
3,085
1163
24
11
4,283
Total Costburdened
Homeowners
451
716
229
109
1,505

Total % Cost
Burdened
73%
45%
2%
1%
49%
Total % Cost
Burdened
91%
52%
19%
4%
24%

Age of Renters
Under 25 years
25-34 years
35-64 years
65+ years
Total
Age of
Homeowner
Under 25 years
25-34 years
35-64 years
65+ years
Total

Total
Households
593
2,179
4,279
1,711
8,762
Total
Households

% Cost
Burdened
45%
41%
50%
57%
49%
% Cost
Burdened

0
682
21%
3,846
22%
1,715
30%
6,243
24%
Source: ACS 2011-2015

The average wage for jobs in Holyoke is just under $45,000, with the largest employers being health
care and social services, education, retail trade, and manufacturing.3 According to labor market
information provided by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development,
about half of Holyoke’s residents over the age of 16 are in the labor force, with an average
unemployment rate of 5.9 percent in 2016 (compared with 2.7 percent statewide.
3

EOWLD, Employment and Wages Report (ES-202), 2016
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Neighborhoods
Holyoke has extremely diverse
neighborhoods in terms of historic
development patterns, open space and
natural resources, access to amenities
and other assets, as well as population
density and composition. Map 1
illustrates the approximate location of
Holyoke’s 15 distinct neighborhoods.

TABLE 9: GEOGRAPHIC DISPARITY IN HOLYOKE
27%
$16,064
9.6%

Outside of
Downtown
73%
$52,983
5.4%

77%

36%

Downtown
Share of total population
Median Household Income
Unemployed
Speak a language other than
English at home
Households w/ children under 18
Owner-occupied

48%
30%
10%
53%
Source: ACS (2012-2016)

Demographic and housing profiles
vary distinctly between the city center and outlying areas. The four neighborhoods that make up the
City’s downtown/city center – the Flats, South Holyoke, Churchill, and Prospect Heights/Downtown,
once the economic, social, and cultural hubs of the city, now contain the most stressed economic
conditions. Residents within the urban core have a median household income of $16,064, compared
with a median of $52,983 for the balance of the city. The core districts have nearly double the rate of
unemployment, and about twice the proportion of residents speak a language other than English at
home. They are also more likely to have children. Only 10 percent of the downtown housing units are
owner-occupied, while the rate of homeownership is more than 50 percent for the rest of the city.

Corresponding to these indicators, the core downtown neighborhoods are included in the portion of the
city identified as having environmental justice populations, including minority, low income, and
communities lacking proficiency with the English language. In all, approximately half of Holyoke’s
population lives in areas that have environmental justice populations.
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Community Assets
Affordable Housing Resources
The Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development maintains a list of housing
units in each community that are deed restricted to ensure that they are affordable to low income
households, known as the Subsidized Housing Inventory, or SHI. In order to be included on the SHI,
units must have a long-term deed restriction that ensures that they will be affordable to households
earning no more than 80% of Area Median Income, and must be made available through a Fair Housing
Marketing Plan. 4 Various housing subsidy programs that contribute to the SHI set income limits
targeting different income levels, such as those shown in Table 10.
TABLE 10: 2017 INCOME LIMITS
Region/Median
Springfield, MA
MSA
$66,600

Family Income
Level

1
Person

2
Person

3
Person

4
Person

5
Person

6
Person

Extremely Low
$16,800 $19,200 $21,600 $24,600 $28,780 $32,960
Very Low (50%)
$28,000 $32,000 $36,000 $40,000 $43,200 $46,400
Low (80%) Income $44,800 $51,200 $57,600 $64,000 $69,150 $74,400
Source: US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

Chapter 40B of the Massachusetts General Laws establishes a goal for each community to have at least
10 percent of its housing eligible for inclusion on the SHI. Holyoke currently has approximately 3,324
units listed on the SHI, which is 20 percent of the year-round housing units counted in the last decennial
Census in 2010, one of the highest ratios of SHI units in the state.5 This includes 2,877 units which are
renter-occupied (87 percent) and 447 owner-occupied units. Affordable units range from single room
occupancy or efficiency apartments to 4 bedroom single family houses, and are located throughout the
city. They include developments and scattered site units owned by the Holyoke Housing Authority, as
well as privately-owned sites.
Around 1,328 units, or 40 percent of Holyoke’s SHI are deed restricted in perpetuity, while 974 units (29
percent) have subsidies which are due to expire within the next five years and might be lost from the
SHI unless an arrangement can be made to renew or extend the affordability restrictions, and an
additional 502 units (15 percent) are due to expire in 5-10 years. Close to half of Holyoke’s current SHI
units have the potential to lose their affordability within the next decade.
Holyoke has a Housing Authority which maintains rental housing units in 14 buildings, developments, or
scattered site programs, including 403 units for elderly and disabled residents and 507 units for families.
The Housing Authority also administers 1,709 housing vouchers. These include 1,326 Federal
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) mobile Housing Choice vouchers (“Section 8”)
which allow voucher holders to reside in any apartment that meets basic standards in any community in
4

While SHI-eligible housing must be deed restricted to be affordable to households earning no more than 80% of
Area Median Income, CPA funds may be used to meet community housing needs for households up to 100% of
Area Median Income. Not all affordable housing created using CPA funds may be eligible for the SHI.
5
There are likely some eligible properties not captured in the inventory, and some properties listed on the
inventory which no longer meet affordability requirements.
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the US, and pays the difference between 30
percent of the household’s income and what
HUD establishes as the Fair Market Rent.
Some of Holyoke Housing Authority’s
Section 8 vouchers are used by households
who are living in other communities, while
some people may be residing in Holyoke
using vouchers administered by other
agencies. In some cases mobile vouchers are
used to rent apartments in affordable
housing developments that are on the SHI
(combining subsidies from multiple sources
to support households with lower incomes).
The Housing Authority administers 383
HOLYOKE HOUSING AUTHORITY’S CHURCHILL HOMES
federal “Project Based vouchers, which are
associated with specific housing units. There are also 181 state-assisted vouchers through the
Massachusetts State Rental Voucher program, of which 135 are project based, and the remaining 46 are
mobile vouchers.
The wait for Holyoke Housing Authority public housing units averages approximately 5 years for
elderly/disabled units, while the wait for family housing ranges from 5 years depending on bedroom
size. Presently there are 935 applicants for public housing units. The wait for housing vouchers is
approximately 6-7 years and there are 4,915 applicants on the Massachusetts Centralized Waiting List
with Holyoke preferences (applicants currently living or working in Holyoke.)6
The Housing Authority also supports homeownership
for low income residents through a Housing Choice
Homeownership Voucher Program and first time
homebuyer education.
The Holyoke Housing Authority participates in HUD’s
Family Self Sufficiency Program which helps
households become less dependent on public
assistance, as well as HUD’s Moving to Work program
which provides for local flexibility to assist in reducing
costs, providing incentives to families with children to
obtain employment, and to increase housing choices
for low income families. Residential Services
Coordinators help residents connect with various
services provided by other organizations and agencies
for housing stability/homelessness prevention energy
and fuel assistance, nutrition, and other needs.

6

IN THE PIPELINE:


Lyman Court: The Holyoke Housing
Authority is in the process of revitalizing
this 167 unit development originally
constructed in 1939, largely preserving
the historic structures and site plan.



Library Commons: Way Finders is
developing 47 units of housing in a
mixed use development that combines
historic preservation and new
construction with supportive services
and community space adjacent to the
Holyoke Library.

Matthew Mainville, Holyoke Housing Authority, as of March 2018
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Non-profit and state entities have also
contributed to Holyoke’s affordable
housing supply. The Department of
Developmental Services (DDS) and
Department of Mental Health (DMH)
currently house approximately 57
residents in group homes throughout the
city. There are several local and regional
Community Development Corporations
(CDCs) and non-profit affordable housing
development organizations that have
completed development projects in
Holyoke to create rental or ownership

PULASKI HEIGHTS SENIOR HOUSING

housing opportunities for low and moderate income
households. Some of these include One Holyoke, the
Valley Opportunity Council, Wayfinders, and Habitat for
Humanity. These organizations also partner with
additional organizations to provide housing rehab,
property management, assistance for individuals and
families experiencing homeliness, counseling, health
services, education, and numerous other programs to
support their residents and the communities they serve.
One organization that created some affordable
homeownership units in the past no longer has capacity
to continue operation but holds long-term land leases in
connection with affordable properties.

CUBIT LIVING

Increasingly many new developments in Holyoke have
provided mixed income housing opportunities,
combining both market rate and affordable units. Some
examples include Holyoke Catholic, Cubit, Open Square,
and Cabot Street Condos. Although these housing units
may be eligible for inclusion on the SHI, they may not
yet be reflected on DHCD’s inventory.

Historic Resources
Holyoke is endowed with significant historic resources. The downtown reflects the 19 th century era of
growth with mill buildings along the canals, multifamily and mixed use/commercial neighborhoods, and
outlying single family suburbs. The planned city layout is largely intact, despite many buildings having
been lost through demolition and neglect. Structures that date from the 18th and early 19th century
agricultural era can be found in the rural sections of Holyoke, alongside later 20 th century single family
subdivisions, farms, and commercial or institutional development. City wide, the median age of
buildings is approximately 85 years old, with average “year built” being 1934. In the city center
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(Downtown, Flats, South Holyoke, and Churchill), buildings trend older with median age of 105 and
average year built 1920.7
The local historic inventory includes approximately 1,195 buildings and sites which are listed on the
state’s online historic resources database, the Massachusetts Cultural Resource Inventory System
(MACRIS). Some resources that have been surveyed may not yet be reflected on MACRIS, while the list
contains some that have been demolished. The National Register of Historic Places recognizes three
historic districts, seven historic buildings, Prospect Park (now Pulaski Park), and the Holyoke Canal
System. Inclusion on the National Register does not automatically protect structures from
inappropriate alteration or demolition but makes them eligible for historic preservation tax credits, and
prevents public agencies from using federal funds to demolish a historic structure except to address an
imminent health or safety hazard. There is one Local Historic District, the Fairfield Avenue Historic
District, which offers regulatory protection.
Organizational Capacity


Holyoke has a Historical Commission which was established in 1972 under Chapter 40, Section
8D of Massachusetts General Laws. The seven-member board works in cooperation with other
municipal agencies, local groups, and state and federal agencies to ensure that the goals of
historic preservation are considered in planning for future development of the community.



The Historic District Commission established in 2007 with creation of Fairfield Avenue Local
Historic District. The seven member board advocates for the protection of the distinctive
characteristics of buildings and places significant to the City of Holyoke, and to encourage new
building designs compatible with existing architectures. Within any areas that have been
designated as Historic Districts, the Commission reviews changes to the exterior of properties,
sets guidelines, and helps to coordinate with other agencies and groups.



Holyoke’s Office of Community Development has promoted preservation of downtown
properties through Façade Improvement Program and developing a Downtown Design
Guidebook to assist property owners. The Office of Community Development recently
partnered with the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission to prepare a Historic Preservation Plan
Update, completed in 2017. This plan reviews the current status of the city’s historic inventory,
survey needs, historic preservation issues, priority endangered properties, and policies and
actions to address historic preservation goals.



The Holyoke Preservation Trust (previously known as Holyoke Preservation Society or Holyoke
Restoration Guild) is a private organization established to provide an educational resource
through offerings such as lectures, tours, volunteer support for surveying historic resources,
and assisting property owners with rehabilitation of historic homes.

Public/Institutional Buildings
The City of Holyoke and the city’s public utilities occupy numerous historic buildings. These include
iconic landmarks such as the City Hall, Library, and War Memorial Building, and some utilitarian
buildings that house such services as the Department of Public Works, the Holyoke Water Works, and
the Holyoke Gas & Electric offices, as well as some vacant buildings which are publicly-owned. Many
7
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important historic buildings are owned by organizations/ institutions, or by private individuals.
Following are some of the more significant buildings that have a public orientation.
The Wistariahurst Museum is the 19th Century
estate of the Skinner family that was left to the
City for cultural purposes. The museum consists
of two facilities: a well-preserved historic home
with contents from the 19th and early 20th
century, and a refurbished Carriage House
which showcases exhibits pertaining to the
history of Holyoke. The museum houses
numerous collections of artifacts and
documents and provides educational
programming, exhibits, and special events
highlighting local and regional history. It is an
WISTARIAHURST MUSEUM
official department of the City government and
houses the City Historian. The museum is funded by the City of Holyoke and through the efforts of a
Friends group that supports the museum’s work.
Constructed in 1902, the Holyoke Library, completed a major restoration and expansion project in
2013. In addition to numerous cultural and informational resources, the Library maintains a room
dedicated to Holyoke History and hosts a variety of educational lectures and workshops. Historical
collections include maps, photographs, city directories, newspapers, and information about local
residents, institutions, and landmarks.
The towering City Hall, constructed in 1876 was designed by
Charles Atwood in the Gothic Revival style, and built with granite
quarried in Monson. The Building is listed on the National
Register. A second floor auditorium, called the City Hall Ballroom,
features 13 stained glass windows depicting the city’s industry,
arts, and civic values in the late 19th century. A Friends of City Hall
organization formed in 2013 to advocate for the rehabilitation of
the second floor into more usable public space, in particular the
preservation and restoration of the stained glass windows.
The War Memorial building was constructed in 1937 as a Public
Works Administration project to serve as a community center. The
building contains a large auditorium and three meeting rooms,
and also houses historical memorabilia and artifacts related to the
military service of Holyoke residents. The War Memorial is
supported by the Holyoke Soldiers’ Memorial Commission and the
Friends of the War Memorial.
HOLYOKE CITY HALL

In addition, municipal and nonprofit entities own some landmark
buildings which are currently vacant and could potentially be
restored for public use or disposition.
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The Connecticut River Railroad Station, designed by H. H. Richardson and constructed in 1885, has
been vacant since passenger rail service was discontinued to Holyoke in 1966. The Holyoke Gas &
Electric Company purchased the building in 2009 and has studied alternatives for the restoration and
reuse of the facility for cultural, commercial, or
educational purposes.
The Armory building, constructed in 1907 for the
Holyoke National Guard, is in severely
deteriorated condition, a rear portion of the
building having collapsed in 2016. Currently
owned by the Redevelopment Authority, the
rehabilitation and reuse of the remainder of the
building has been identified as a priority.8
The Mater Dolorosa Church was constructed in
1901 to serve the Polish immigrant community in
HOLYOKE ARMORY
Holyoke. Closed in 2011, the City has been in
negotiations with the Roman Catholic Diocese of Springfield to preserve the building from demolition.
The building will require restoration and rehabilitation to serve as a future cultural or community
center.
The 1,600-seat Victory Theater, built in 1920 and abandoned after it closed in 1978, was transferred by
the City to the Massachusetts International Festival of the Arts which plans to renovate it for use as a
nonprofit performance center.
Many historical buildings are under the
stewardship of private cultural and institutional
organizations. For example, the Holyoke Canoe
Club has occupied its meeting house in Smith’s
Ferry since the late 19th century, and the Masonic
Temple was constructed in the early 20th century.
As with the former Mater Dolorosa church,
numerous churches, synagogues, and other
religious-affiliated properties have served as
anchors of various ethnic communities that
settled in Holyoke, as well as neighborhood
HOLYOKE CANOE CLUB
landmarks. There are also historic buildings which
have been rehabilitated by nonprofit organizations for use as affordable housing or to accommodate
cultural or commercial amenities.
Other Historic Places
Aside from buildings, historic resources in Holyoke include infrastructural elements, cemeteries, parks,
and other types of places and structures.

8
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The Holyoke Canal System was constructed over a 46 year period, completed in 1893. The
Holyoke Dam is a 30 foot high granite structure constructed between 1895 and 1900. Created
to provide power to Holyoke’s mills, these resources are key to the hydroelectric system that
continues to generate much of the electricity currently
supplied by the municipal electric utility company.
Historic bridges also feature prominently in Holyoke’s
historic industrial landscape.



There are six historic cemeteries in the city, of which
two, Rock Valley (1777-1946) and Smith’s Ferry (18072015) are city-owned, maintained by the Holyoke Parks
Department. Elmwood Cemetery (1755) and Forestdale
Cemetery (1862) are both under control of Forestdale
Cemetery Association. Saint Jerome Cemetery (1864)
and Calvary Cemetery (1882) are both owned by the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Springfield, and are still in
active use.



There are numerous historic sites throughout the city,
ROCK VALLEY CEMETERY
including the Olmstead-designed Pulaski Park (listed
on the National Register), Veterans Park, and several other war memorials overseen by the
City’s Soldier’s Memorial Commission. Heritage State Park established by the Massachusetts
Department of Conservation Resources (DCR) in 1982, features exhibits about Holyoke’s
history and culture and houses the restored 1929 Merry-Go-Round. Parks such as Mount Tom
Reservation (DCR) and Anniversary Hill Park (City of Holyoke, Scott Tower), contain buildings,
monuments, gates, and other historic structures from the 19th and early 20th centuries, many of
which were developed as Civilian Conservation Corps or Public Works Administration projects.



Archeological sites from Native Americans and 17th-19th century activities can be found
throughout the area, particularly in undeveloped places along the Connecticut River and
mountain range.

MCNULTY PARK

Open Space and Recreation Resources
Holyoke has a wealth of open space ranging
from small urban pocket parks to expansive
wildlife preserves. Over the past century,
critical swaths of land have been preserved by
various public and private entities to support
clean drinking water supply, energy
production, and both passive and active
recreation opportunities. Altogether,
approximately 8,500 acres of open space and
recreation land are publicly-owned or
protected by conservation restrictions, which
represents about 60 percent of the total area of
the city. The City is in the process of updating
18
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its Open Space and Recreation Plan, which provides an inventory of existing assets and identifies
priorities with respect to natural resource protection and recreation needs.
Located along the Mount Tom-East Mountain Range and the Connecticut River, Holyoke’s natural
areas host significant ecological resources and connect with regional greenway systems. The steep,
forested slopes of the mountain range form part of a substantial forested wildlife corridor, providing
habitat for many species of animals, plants, and insects, including numerous rare species. The Barnes
Aquifer which underlies most of West Holyoke as well as parts of several other towns, is an important
drinking water source for the neighboring communities of Easthampton, Southampton, and Westfield.
The Connecticut River Greenway State Park encompasses the length of the Connecticut River
throughout Massachusetts. The New England National Scenic Trail (NET), a 215-mile hiking route
running through Connecticut and Massachusetts, passes through Holyoke’s mountain range.
The largest share of Holyoke’s protected open space and outdoor recreation facilities, 4,090 acres, are
owned by municipal entities.9

9



Almost the entire city of Holyoke is served by public water which comes from surface water
reservoirs managed by the municipal water company, Holyoke Water Works. The largest
reservoir which supplies most of the city’s water is the Tighe-Carmody, located in
Southampton. Three smaller reservoirs located within the city provide reserve capacity. A
majority of the 12,000 square feet of watershed area surrounding these reservoirs is
permanently protected to ensure the safety of the water supply. Holyoke Water Works owns
3,332 acres of reservoir watershed in Holyoke, and approximately 5,000 acres in neighboring
communities. 10 Recreation activities are limited on land that is held for water supply protection,
although there are well-used hiking trails surrounding Holyoke’s reservoirs.



Holyoke Gas & Electric (HG&E) owns
nearly all of the riverfront along the
Connecticut River from the Holyoke
Canoe Club at the north to
Springdale Park on the south side of
the Downtown, as well as the canals
and some of their frontage. Most of
HG&E’s waterfront is inaccessible
from the landward side due to an
active rail line and power generation
and flood-control infrastructure. One
exception is Slim Shad Point, a
CONNECTICUT RIVER FRONTAGE
universally accessible fishing dock,
walkable from downtown. HG&E also
owns inland open space within the watershed area and on Mount Tom, with a total of 319 acres
of open space, citywide.

2018 Open Space and Recreation Plan
Holyoke Water Resource Protection Plan, Section 7

10
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The Conservation Commission owns approximately 49 acres of passive recreation land, and
holds Conservation Restrictions on approximately 140 acres of privately-owned parcels in west
Holyoke.



West Springfield’s water department owns
parcels in south Holyoke within the Bear
Hole Reservoir Watershed totaling 143
acres.



The Parks and Recreation Department
manages numerous parks and open spaces,
encompassing 222 acres, including large
community recreation areas, historic urban
parks, neighborhood playgrounds, schoolyards and fields, and memorial sites and
traffic islands. Recent major improvements
include Canal Walk, Community Field,
and development of the Sue Ellen Panitch
(Jones Ferry) River Access Center. In all
there are approximately 175 distinct
recreation features in City and School
parks, consisting of athletic fields, play
structures, skating rink, dog park, skate
park, picnic areas, spray pads, and more.



There are also outdoor recreation facilities
associated with some Housing Authority
developments (25 acres).

CANOE LAUNCH AT JONES FERRY

CROSSIER FIELD

State and federal entities own a total of 4,001 acres of conservation lands and parks within the city of
Holyoke.


The Department of Conservation
Resources (DCR) has two parks in Holyoke.
Mount Tom State Reservation (1,698
acres) was established in 1903, and contains
circulation infrastructure and buildings
constructed by the Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC) during the 1930s. A volunteer
group, Mount Tom Citizens Advocacy
Committee, helps to maintain the park’s
miles of hiking trails. Established in 1982 on
the site of a former industrial mill in the
center of the downtown, Heritage State
Park (6 acres) provides space for large
outdoor community events and a variety of
recreational activities.

MOUNT TOM STATE RESERVATION
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Several other state agencies have helped to
preserve parcels of conservation interest in
the watershed and mountain range. The
most significant recent efforts have been
around the former Mt. Tom Ski Area. In
2002, four public and private entities – the
Department of Conservation and
Recreation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Trustees of Reservations, and
the Holyoke Boys and Girls Club – joined
together to acquire nearly 400 acres on the
FORMER MOUNT TOM SKIL AREA (BELOW)
eastern slope of Mount Tom adjacent to Mt.
Tom State Reservation. The portion that was
retained by the Boys & Girls Club includes the former ski lodge which could potentially
accommodate environmental education, recreation, or advocacy activities.



State-owned recreation land also includes 136 acres of open space with trails and fields that
comprise part of the Holyoke Community College campus.

Several private organizations have helped to secure the protection of natural resources and to develop
community open space assets in Holyoke.


The Trustees of Reservations owns three sites
in Holyoke: Dinosaur Footprints, where
globally significant fossils and fossilized prints
from dinosaurs are revealed in slabs of
sandstone overlooking the Connecticut River,
Little Tom Mountain, part of the former ski
area, and Land of Providence, a community
farm operated by Nuestras Raices adjacent to
the Jones Ferry River Access Center.



Other conservation organizations including
the Connecticut River Watershed Council and
the Trust for Public Land have acquired land,
partnered in funding land acquisition, or hold
Conservation Restrictions on properties in
Holyoke. Holyoke is within a region of focus
for the Western Massachusetts-based Kestrel
Land Trust, which has not acquired land in
Holyoke to date but is seeking opportunities
to partner with Holyoke entities to support
open space preservation.



Community gardens have been developed
throughout the downtown and in the
Ingleside neighborhood, largely through the

DINOSAUR FOOTPRINTS RESERVATION

NUESTRAS RAICES FARM, LA FINCA
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efforts of a grass-roots organization, Nuestras Raices. In addition to 11 neighborhood-based sites,
Nuestras Raices manages a community farm, La Finca, and offers training programs and
resources to support farm incubation.
Some of Holyoke’s open space and recreation assets are privately-owned and lack permanent
protection. There are 528 acres of land enrolled in Chapter 61 which provides a tax incentive for
otherwise developable land that remains in agricultural, forest, or recreational open space use.
Approximately 400 acres are owned by private organizations and institutions that offer outdoor
recreation opportunities for members and patrons, in some cases allowing public access as well.
Examples include the Holyoke Country Club, Wyckoff Country Club, Holyoke Canoe Club, Holyoke Elks
Lodge, and the Revolver Club. Mount Park Concerts, located on the site of a former amusement park
on Mount Tom, has operated for several years as an outdoor concert venue. Two religious orders, the
Sisters of Providence and the Sisters of Saint Joseph have acreage in the Ingleside neighborhood.
Some of these areas have regulatory protection through Zoning overlay districts. The Water Resource
Protection Overlay District protects the Barnes Aquifer, while the Surface Water Protection Overlay
District limits uses that would be detrimental to Holyoke surface water supplies. A Floodplain Overlay
District, based on Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood maps updated in 2013, limits
development in hazard-prone 100-year floodways except by special permit.
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Needs and Opportunities
To assess Holyoke’s current needs and opportunities, we have reviewed findings from prior public
planning efforts and conducted outreach, consulting with City Boards and Committees, City
Departments, and stakeholder organizations. A list of the prior planning efforts and the entities who
participated in this consultation is provided in Appendix 2. The Committee also collected input from the
public through a public forum in April, 2018, and a survey conducted in English and Spanish. Many
participants provided suggestions of community needs or specific projects or improvements they would
like to see CPA help to address.
-

Align with goals and objectives expressed in prior planning efforts:
In particular the 2012 Urban Renewal Plan, 2017 Historic Preservation Plan, and 2018 Open Space
and Recreation Plan. Describe priorities to facilitate investment in the downtown core, as well as
preserving critical open space and historic assets city-wide.

Open Space and Recreation
-

Water-based Recreation and Water Resource Protection:
Despite the abundance of water resources in the city, physical barriers and land use policies have
led to limited swimming, boating, and fishing access for residents. There is a need for more access
to the Connecticut River, including places for fishing, boating, swimming, and enhance views of the
river. Increase water features available in City Parks, particularly for residents of downtown.
While substantial portions of the river corridor are protected open space, the quality of the
vegetated riparian buffer area is, in many places, narrow and compromised by invasive species.
Both water quality and wildlife habitat can be improved by expanding the width of the riparian
buffer and replacing invasive species with native species.

-

Natural Resource Protection:
Despite the amount of conservation land in Holyoke, there remain some critical open space and
natural resource areas that may be of interest for securing more permanent protection. The Open
Space and Recreation Plan identifies attributes that indicate high priorities for protection, including
vulnerable parcels within water resource protection areas, land with prime agricultural soils,
segments of the NET trail, and sites that could provide additional public access to the Connecticut
River.

-

Green Infrastructure:
Erosion, pollution, flooding challenges are exacerbated by climate change and aging infrastructure.
Improvements to open space can increase resiliency to storm events and flood damage.
Improvements to stormwater infrastructure can improve water quality. In particular the downtown
is lacking tree canopy or green spaces that contribute to air quality and stormwater filtration. In
addition, the removal of underutilized structures in the floodplain could potentially provide
additional flood storage which will contribute to flood damage prevention.
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-

Parks:
Many of the city’s existing parks, playgrounds, and sports facilities are in need of rehabilitation, as
identified in the OSRP. The need to improve the safety and quality of downtown neighborhood
parks and open spaces has been identified in prior strategic planning for the downtown.
Playgrounds and community spaces associated with Housing Authority properties have been
identified as being in especially poor condition. Improvements to Anniversary Park/Scott Tower
could make this a more inviting destination, providing equitable access to natural resources for
residents of the downtown.

Affordable Housing
While Holyoke has a relatively high proportion of affordable housing, there remain unmet needs which
CPA can help to address. Beyond the statutory goal, close to 5,800 households are cost-burdened (i.e.,
spend more than 30 percent of their income on housing), including one quarter of the city’s
homeowners and half of all renter households. Moreover, investment in affordable housing can help to
support efforts for downtown revitalization, supporting a vision for increased economic diversity.
-

Strategic Planning:
Over recent decades Holyoke has undertaken a succession of planning and implementation
initiatives for improvements to the core downtown neighborhoods, yet there hasn’t been recent
strategic planning to identify needs/opportunities and a vision with respect to community housing
needs city-wide. A comprehensive housing study could document where things are today,
emerging trends, and highlight priorities and next steps.

-

Preserving existing affordable housing:
Nearly half of the units on Holyoke’s Subsidized Housing Inventory have the potential to lose their
affordability within the next decade due to the expiration of affordability restrictions that were put
in place when the units were developed. While some owners may take the initiative to retain the
affordability of their properties, in many cases intervention by the City, Housing Authority, or
nonprofit organizations can help to preserve some or all of the units that would revert to market
rate. Negotiation to preserve affordable units may require funding for acquisition, rehabilitation, or
to subsidize new long term deed restrictions.

-

Support downtown revitalization with new affordable housing development:
CPA funds can help with the creation of affordable housing units through redevelopment of
brownfields or adaptive reuse and preservation of historic buildings. These types of projects
(typically carried out by private sector organizations or developers) can be very expensive, requiring
complex financing arrangements from numerous sources, including a mix of state and federal
subsidy programs and private lenders. CPA can play a critical role in covering gaps in funding
through grants or loans, as well as demonstrating local commitment to projects to secure
competitive funding from other sources. CPA funds can also help to make existing market rate
housing become permanently affordable through a program that purchases and resells units with a
long-term deed restriction or subsidizes the cost for first time homebuyers in exchange for a longterm deed restriction, which in some cases can be a more cost-effective alternative for creating
affordable units.
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-

Condition of housing:
Much of the housing supply in Holyoke’s downtown core is over 100 years old, which can
substantially increase the cost of rehabilitation due to the presence of hazardous materials such as
lead paint and asbestos and the dimensional challenges for bringing buildings up to code.
Apartment buildings can be especially costly to rehabilitate because of the improvements needed
to bring them into compliance with current building and fire safety standards. Individual single- or
two-family homeowners often lack the resources to address the needs for critical repairs, or to
enable them to safely age in place. CPA funds could potentially address a need for rehabilitation of
Holyoke’s older housing stock to bring it up to code, remove hazardous materials, and improve
health and safety for low income households.

-

Housing for persons with disabilities:
There is a shortage of units that are handicapped accessible, in particular units that are accessible
for people with wheelchairs, as much of Holyoke’s housing stock is in older buildings that require
stairs to navigate. There is a need for single-level units with elevators or ramp entry. More units are
also needed that include supportive services for people with developmental or self-care limitations,
as well as senior housing with two bedrooms to provide space for a caregiver.

-

Short-term housing assistance for low-income households:
Temporary rental assistance can help households at risk of homelessness due to unexpected
circumstances to stay in their existing homes, or to access permanent housing by assisting with
move-in costs. CPA funds can also support homeownership for first-time homebuyers through
mortgage subsidies or down-payment assistance loans. Local organizations have sought CPA funds
in Northampton and Amherst for revolving loan programs, housing stabilization, emergency rental
assistance or other forms of temporary housing assistance.

Historic Preservation
-

Significant Public Buildings and Cultural Facilities:
Several of the City’s historic buildings are in need of restoration and preservation. CPA could support
efforts already underway to preserve the stained glass windows and rehabilitate the second floor
auditorium of City Hall. Where other municipal buildings are in need of rehabilitation, CPA funds can
help to ensure that historic features are preserved. Substantial funding is also needed to secure the
preservation, restoration, and/or adaptive reuse of vacant public/institutional buildings such as the
Richardson Train Station, Victory Theater, the Armory, and Mater Dolorosa Church. CPA funds could
provide a partial match or gap funding for major renovation projects such as these.

-

Documents, Records, and Artifacts:
Significant collections of historical documents, records, and artifacts are stored in the Wistariahurst
Museum, the Library, City Hall, War Memorial, as well Holyoke Heritage Park and other cultural
venues. CPA funds can be used to ensure that these resources are stored in conditions where they
are protected from mold or deterioration, and to restore materials that have sustained damage.

-

Other Historic Community Assets:
CPA funding can be used to rehabilitate historic features of public open spaces such as parks,
memorials, and cemeteries. CPA can also be used to prevent the loss or defacement of privatelyowned historic properties or to restore historic features of privately-owned buildings where they
are visible or accessible to the public.
25
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Goals and Priorities
Community preservation goals articulate overall principles that may guide the future allocation of
community preservation funds. Goals for each program area emerged from the needs analysis and
public input gathered in the forums and survey.
Examples of potential projects were identified through the input of city staff, boards and commissions,
stakeholder entities, and public comments. Through the workshop and the online survey, community
members contributed to defining priorities among the types of projects that might be pursued. While
these sample projects and priorities serve as a guide, the specific objective or timing of funding
proposals may be driven by factors such as time-sensitive opportunities, predevelopment
requirements, and the scale of funding availability. The Committee has discretion to consider the
characteristics of individual proposals that are deemed to be eligible for funding, whether they have
been anticipated or reflected in this plan. Proponents are encouraged to apply with eligible projects,
even if they do not match all of the overall- or area-specific priorities described in this plan.

Overall Priorities
Based on public input received through the survey and the forums, the distribution of CPA funds should
support a strong tax base, healthy community, and enhanced quality of life. CPA will be most valuable
where it can support projects for which other sources of funding are not available, or where it can
leverage substantial funding from outside sources. To this end, there is sentiment among many
stakeholders that CPA funds should prioritize open space, recreation, and historic preservation, where
the City already has substantial resources dedicated to affordable housing. The majority of survey
respondents indicated that they would like to see the highest level of funding go toward open space and
recreation projects, followed by historic preservation.
Overall goals for CPA funding:
1. Projects should be highly visible and accessible, generating broad benefits to the community.
2. Projects should be consistent with other City and regional plans, with priority given to those that
are part of a coordinated, connecting vision for area improvements.
3. Projects should not replace funding from the City budget or other sources.
4. Priority is given to projects that leverage funding from other sources and/or fill a gap where
other sources are not available.
5. Projects should demonstrate cost-sensitivity both in the short-term use of CPA funds, and the
long-term maintenance or lifespan of the resource for which the funds are used.
6. Priority is given to projects which facilitate growth in Holyoke’s tax base, either directly (through
investment in taxable property) or indirectly (through improvements that enhance a
neighborhood or encourage private investment.)
7. Priority is given to projects with a public sector or non-profit applicant or co-applicant above
private individuals or for-profit applicants.
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Open Space and Recreation
CPA funding is an important tool to help in implementing strategies identified in the city’s Open Space
and Recreation Plan, as well as numerous municipal and regional plans focused on the needs of
Downtown redevelopment, water resource protection, bicycle and pedestrian networks, natural hazards
mitigation, and natural resource management. (See Appendix I for a list of related plans.)

Goals

1. Improve access to open space and recreation for all Holyoke residents.
2. Preserve natural resources and promote green infrastructure to enhance and
protect neighborhoods.
3. Invest in open space and recreation resources that support economic and
community development.

Priority

Examples of Potential Types of Projects

First
Improve connectivity,
access, safety, and
function





Improve trails in city-owned open spaces and extend off-road multiuse
paths connecting residents to recreational assets, the Connecticut River,
and other natural resource areas.



Increase access to the Connecticut River or other natural or man-made
water features for swimming, boating, fishing, wading, and splashing.

Second

Support environmental
and economic

resiliency.





Rehabilitate neighborhood playgrounds and parks, schoolyards, and
athletic fields.
Improve handicapped accessibility and provide active and passive
recreational features suitable for residents of all ages and abilities.

Acquire or permanently protect land to protect drinking water and critical
habitat areas.
Improve undeveloped or underutilized land for purposes of conservation,
flood control, or active or passive recreation.
Create, expand, or improve parks that serve as destinations or amenities
that support economic growth and tourism.

Restoration of historic monuments or landscape features of City parks.
Brownfield redevelopment to create outdoor recreation and affordable
housing.

Dual Purpose
Project Examples
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Historic Preservation
Historic preservation can serve to revitalize Holyoke’s historic areas, increasing value, and promoting
the city’s unique built environment and cultural assets to attract private investment. CPA funds can also
help to ensure the preservation of public records, art, and other historic elements that define the
community’s identity. Restoration of city-owned resources can provide a catalyst for private
investment through enhancing the neighborhood, providing amenities to attract growth, and
stabilizing properties to facilitate feasible development opportunities through disposition.

GOALS

1. Promote revitalization through restoration of the city’s historic built environment.
2. Document the City’s history through preservation of artifacts and documents.
3. Enhance community identity through preservation of historical sites.

Priority
First
Preserve City-owned
historic resources

Examples of Potential Projects
 Restore/rehabilitate buildings used by the City.
 Restore and facilitate adaptive reuse of vacant buildings owned by the city.
 Carry out cemetery and memorial restoration projects.
 Preserve historic City documents, art, and cultural artifacts.

Second
Preserve non-City
owned historic
resources

 Preserve and restore buildings and artifacts owned by non-profit museums,
cultural institutions, or other government agencies.
 Acquire and/or rehabilitate historic buildings to be used for affordable
housing or to restore use for commercial purposes.
 Preserve or restore exterior architectural features of significant historic
buildings that are visible from the street, with conditions to ensure public
benefit and access.




Rehabilitation of bridges or other historic infrastructure as part of
creating a recreational trail network.
Restoration of historic mills to create mixed income housing with some
affordable units.

Dual Purpose
Project Examples
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Affordable Housing
As Holyoke is home to a concentrated low income population and already supplies a relatively high
proportion of subsidized housing supported by several established providers, public input suggests that
affordable housing is the lowest priority for funding among CPA program areas. Nevertheless, the
number of potentially expiring subsidies and the needs identified by local housing stakeholders suggest
opportunities for affordable housing projects that meet community goals. Comments from the public
forum offer an overall vision that affordable housing should support a healthy community and
promote economic and social integration.

Goals

1) Improve social and economic integration through creating opportunities for
homeownership, mixed income communities, and reducing blight in residential
neighborhoods.
2) Sustain the supply of affordable housing, in particular to accommodate seniors and
people with disabilities, as well as families, individuals, and first-time homebuyers.
3) Support low and moderate income households in accessing housing that they can
afford.

Priority
First
Improve neighborhoods
and create affordable
units

Second
Provide support for
households to access
affordable housing.




Examples of Potential Projects


Develop single and two family houses on vacant lots.



Subsidized affordable units in mixed income housing development as
adaptive reuse or brownfield redevelopment.



Rehabilitate existing homes and apartments to create or preserve
affordable units.



Provide temporary rental assistance to households at risk of
homelessness.



Support programs assisting income-eligible first-time homebuyers.



Support programs assisting low income homeowners with housing
rehabilitation.

Exterior rehabilitation of historic residential buildings owned or rented by
low- and moderate-income households.
Creation of community gardens, playscapes, or passive recreational
facilities on properties owned by the Holyoke Housing Authority or other
housing providers.

Dual Purpose
Project Examples
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Appendix 1: Stakeholder Outreach
In developing the profile of Holyoke’s existing conditions, assets, and needs, the consultant and
Committee members utilized input from numerous City departments, boards, committees, and other
community partners through interviews, focus groups, and informational outreach. We also
incorporated findings from prior reports developed by numerous stakeholder entities, several of which
reflect the outcome of extensive public outreach.

Prior Studies











Master Plan 1999
Watershed Resource Protection Plan 2002
South Holyoke Revitalization Strategy 2008
City Center Vision Plan 2009
Lyman Terrace Revitalization Study 2012
Depot Square Study 2012
Urban Renewal Plan 2012
Open Space and Recreation Plan 2013
DCR Resource Management Plan, Mount
Holyoke Range Planning Unit 2013
Urban Forestry Assessment 2014









Richardson Station Restoration & Reuse
Plan 2014
Holyoke Building Redevelopment Studies
2014
Placemaking Ideabook 2014
Holyoke Housing Authority Moving To Work
Annual Plan 2017
Holyoke Preservation Plan 2017
Affordable Homeownership Project Market
Study 2017
Draft Open Space & Recreation Plan 2019

City Departments, Boards and Committees













Parks & Recreation
Housing Authority
Library
Water Department
Holyoke Gas & Electric
City Historian
Wistariahurst Museum
Senior Center
Redevelopment Authority
Housing Authority
Veteran’s Agent
Department of Public Works














Mayor
City Council
Conservation Commission
Cultural Council
Fair Housing Commission
Historic District Commission
Historical Commission
Parks & Recreation Commission
Planning Board
Water Commissioners
Treasurer
Assessor
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Non-profit Community Partners and Groups















Holyoke Preservation Trust
Chamber of Commerce
Holyoke Community College
Nueva Esperanza
Nuestras Raices
Tapestry Health
One Holyoke CDC
Valley Opportunity Council
Providence Ministries
Wayfinders Inc. (HAP Housing)
Womanshelter Companeras
Habitat for Humanity
Revitalize CDC
Connecticut River Conservancy
















Boys and Girls Club of Greater Holyoke
Trustees of Reservations
MIFA – Victory Theater
Merry Go Round
Mater Dolorosa Church Preservation Society
of Holyoke
Jones River Ferry Access Center
Holyoke Canoe Club
Friends of City Hall
Sisters of St. Joseph
Sisters of Providence
Mount Tom Advocacy Group
Kestrel Land Trust
DCR Holyoke Heritage Park
YMCA
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Appendix 2: Public Engagement
Public Forum
Meeting Summary
A public forum was held in the evening of April 18 at the Holyoke Senior Center. The purpose of the
forum was to inform the community about the Community Preservation Act (CPA) and ways the funds
can be used, and to gather input on goals and priorities for the use of CPA funds. An informational
presentation was given by Roberta Cameron from Community Opportunities Group (COG).
Approximately 35-40 attendees included a mix of residents and City committee/board members.
Attendees provided a wide range of suggestions and discussed various ways future CPA projects could
be identified. Following are some of the major themes expressed.
Support for All Funding Categories
Attendees expressed an interest in funding all categories. When groups discussed how to allocate
the discretionary 70% of CPA funds, groups primarily focused on historic preservation and open
space/recreation as the City’s highest priorities. There is a strong interest in pursuing projects that
will be very visible, contribute to an expanded tax base, and are part of a coordinated, long-term
vision.
Project Success
Attendees across all groups identified many of the same success indicators. There was a lot of focus
on projects that encouraged active participation and responsiveness to resident feedback/requests.
To start, several groups wanted to see CPA projects that would provide small, quick wins that are
easily visible to the community so people are able to see the benefit of CPA. Attendees also wanted
to see CPA work on projects that would contribute to economic development and are part of a
long-term vision. Meeting participants want CPA to develop organizational partnerships and work
to leverage funds to expand impact.
Recreational Connectivity and Riverfront Access
When asked about open space and recreation priorities, many groups suggested improving access
to the river and connecting open spaces. There is also interest in improving handicap accessibility
and increasing bike access. Many groups said that the existing trails should be improved. There was
some concern about improved connectivity creating additional traffic and illegal ATV use,
especially along the River and Ashley Reservoir.
Existing Parks
Though there was significant interest in expanding recreational opportunities, many groups
indicated that the City’s existing green spaces are in need of maintenance and improvement. Some
groups indicated that maintaining and protecting the existing parks and green spaces was the
highest priority. Pulaski Park, the Canal Walk, Heritage Park, Veterans Park, Pouliot Pool, and
athletic fields were all mentioned specifically.
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Preparing Underutilized Historic Resources for Redevelopment
Many groups wanted historic preservation funding to be used to initiate rehabilitation projects that
would contribute to economic development. Attendees felt that CPA funding could be used to spur
reuse projects, including preparing historic buildings to be used for commercial and residential uses.
Groups mentioned securing and stabilizing buildings and doing the initial work to make properties
appealing to investors.
Improving the City’s Public Resources
Attendees would like CPA funding to be used to maintain some of the City’s publicly-owned historic
resources. The stained-glass windows at City Hall and War Memorial were mentioned by many
groups as important priorities for historic preservation projects. There was also interest in helping
families to protect their historic barns and carriage houses. Additionally, a couple of groups
indicated an interest in preserving historic records and documents.
Leveraging Funding
Throughout the evening’s discussions, attendees indicated a significant interest in leveraging CPA
funds to expand their impact. This could be accomplished through traditional banking tools like
loans and mortgages or through working with other organizations to increase the funding pools.
There is interest in supporting the Merry Go Round and Mater Dolorosa, but residents expressed
hesitation about using public money to improve private properties. Attendees also had significant
conversation about expanding the impact and visibility of CPA funding by embarking on a planned,
coordinated strategic process to identify projects and ensure that each project’s completion builds
upon prior successes and sets the stage for future efforts.
Creating a Mix of Community Housing
Much of the discussion about affordable housing was tied directly to historic preservation efforts.
Many groups indicated a strong interest in using historic building stock to provide additional
housing and there was a lot of discussion about infill development. There is interest in providing a
mix of housing opportunities and helping first-time homebuyers. Attendees expressed a desire for
affordable housing funding to be used to support a healthy community and promote social and
economic integration.
Protecting Existing Housing
Groups also discussed the importance of preventing demolition by neglect, rehabbing the existing
housing stock, and helping prepare historic buildings for adaptive reuse. In addition to encouraging
infill development, groups discussed selling vacant lots to abutters to increase the tax base and
strengthen neighborhoods.
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Meeting Format
The CPA Forum was held at the Holyoke Senior Center from 6:00 to 8:00 pm on Wednesday, 18 April,
2018. As attendees arrived, they were asked to sign in and create a name tag before participating in an
interactive mapping exercise. Attendees were asked to use different colored pins; one color was used to
identify where attendees lived and the other to mark their favorite place in the city. A poster was
provided beside the map for people to write the name of their favorite place in Holyoke. Participants
were also invited to take printed surveys in both Spanish and English.
Roberta Cameron of COG, gave a
presentation to the group providing an
overview of CPA in general, projected
funding availability in Holyoke, and a
summary of COG’s analysis of community
needs and opportunities. Following the
presentation was a facilitated discussion
about funding priorities in each of the
program areas and overall priorities and
goals for CPA. Participants were seated
around seven tables of approximately 4-6
people. A CPAC Committee member was
seated at each table to serve as facilitator, guiding the conversation and taking notes. At the end of the
group discussion period, time was given for volunteers from each table to share highlights with the
entire assembly.
A Spanish translator was present to provide simultaneous interpretation for the presentation and to
facilitate a Spanish-language discussion group if needed. (One participant requested translation but did
not elect to stay for the discussion portion of the forum.)
MEETING ATTENDEES
Approximately 35-40 attendees included a
mix of residents and City committee/board
members. Thirty-three people signed in, but
several members of the public and
Community Preservation Committee did not
sign in. Of the seven attendees that
completed the CPA survey in hard copy at the
meeting, the majority (71%) had lived in
Holyoke for more than 20 years; there was
one response each from people who lived in
Holyoke less than ten years and between 10
and 20 years. Though most people had lived
in Holyoke more than 20 years, only two had
been born in Holyoke and none were born
outside of the United States. One survey received at the workshop was from someone aged 35 – 49; all
other responses were from attendees aged 65+. (Many attendees had previously taken the survey
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electronically.) Attendees who took the survey identified that they were from five different
neighborhoods: One each lived in Elmwood, Highlands, Homestead Ave., and The Flats. Two
respondents live in Rock Valley. Attendees who marked their place of residence on the Map exercise
live in Homestead Avenue (5), Rock Valley (3), Smith’s Ferry (3), Highlands (2), Jarvis Avenue (2),
Elmwood (2), Oakdale (1), and Downtown (1). While half of Holyoke’s population is located in
neighborhoods identified as having Environmental Justice populations, less than one third of workshop
attendees identified as living in these areas.
MAP EXERCISE RESULTS
Neighborhood
Where Participants
Live
Smith’s Ferry
3
Highland Park
0
Highlands
2
Jarvis Avenue
2
Oakdale
1
Downtown
1
The Flats
0
South Holyoke
0
Churchill
0
Elmwood
2
Springdale
0
Rock Valley
3
Whiting Farms
0
Homestead Ave
5 (one at Holyoke
Community College)
Ingleside
0











Favorite Place
2 (Mount Tom)

1 (Anniversary Park)
1 (near school)
1

1
2

List of Favorite Places
Rock Valley x2
 Outdoor Recreation Places (Mt. Tom,
Community Field, HCC)
Senior Center
 Mt. Tom
JD’s Restaurant
 Holyoke
Elk’s
 Ashley Reservoir
East Mountain – New England Trail
 Wistariahurst
Train Station Richardson
 Library
Community Field
 City Hall
Mt. Tom Reservation
Victory Theatre

GROUP DISCUSSION NOTES
Each group had discussion sheets that they used to keep track of their conversation. There were six
questions each group discussed. The notes captured on these sheets are presented below.
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Discussion Exercise Part 1 – Open Space and Recreation
On the screen is a list of needs and opportunities identified for CPA funding under Open Space and
Recreation. Are there any that you would like to see funding over the next five years, and/or are there
other programs you would like to see funded? Why?
Shown on Screen:








Expand access to river, ponds, water-based recreation
Acquire open space for water resource or habitat protection
Improve trails in City-owned open space, connect with NET
Rehabilitate neighborhood playgrounds and parks
Increase handicapped accessibility of parks and open spaces
Improve former Mount Tom Ski area
Extend Canalwalk and create pocket parks downtown

Group Responses:























No land going into perpetual protection
Rehab existing parks
o Pulaski Park
o Historic Canal Area – Canal Walk
o Heritage Park
o Veterans Park
o One Park per Year
Mt. Tom (x3)
River access
Trail Improvement (x4)
Park improvement (x4)
Increase handicap accessibility
Improve bike access on city streets ie – “Green Lane” – flats to Mt. Tom – accessible for
pedestrians, wheelchairs
Maintain and protect the green space we already have
Do not connect to NET – concern is trespassing ATV
Ski Area
Concern access to Ashley Reservoir – traffic
Improve Downtown parks
Canal Walk – facilitate economic development
River Access – Jones Power Park
All are important – difficult to decide
Use money to keep existing open spaces open to all
Rehab of existing parks as necessary
Education component
Riverfront access
Concerns about maintenance – capital improvements only go so far
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Playgrounds and parks
Funding
o Pool near Smith Street – Pouliot Pool
o Pulaski Park
o Athletic Fields – keep kids active!
Canal Walks
Transportation from Downtown (South Holyoke) to Mt. Tom – information on how to access
Happy Bus! Bus Mamission
Mt. Tom Boys & Girls Club Area
Open Space / Recreation
Carlos Vega Park
Mt. Tom Area – improve and secure, plan to utilize it
Scott Tower – keep up clean-up
Funding organization to oversee City properties – secure + reliable, and keep it up
Sweep the streets more often

Discussion Exercise Part 2 – Historic Preservation
On the screen is a list of needs and opportunities identified for CPA funding under Historic Preservation.
Are there any that you would like to see funded over the next five years, and/or are there other
programs you would like to see funded? Why?
Shown on Screen:





Preserve historic buildings and sites
Preserve historic documents, records, and artifacts
Acquire historic properties for rehabilitation/reuse
Restore historic buildings to create affordable housing

Group Responses:













Richardson Train Station
Projects similar to 1850 House next to former Yankee Peddler
o Find patrons to use People’s Bank
o Will become affordable housing
Pros. That help HHG to preserve properties
Stained glass windows at City Hall
Is there CPA money for residents to purchase historically significant homes to improve / raise
value of neighborhood?
Create an inventory of significant properties
Mater Dolorosa – Unless still owned by Diocese --- Public vs private ownership an issue
Armory – Preserve for some future use
City Hall Stained Glass (x4)
Victory Theatre (x1)
Scotts Tower
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Preserve buildings
Convert historic buildings in to housing
Focus below High Street
Canals landscape improvement
Train Station
Preserve historic buildings and sites such as Scott’s Tower, H.H. Richardson Train Station
Leverage funds for additional grants
Merry Go Round
City Hall Windows
Victory Theatre (last of the 7)
House next to Yankee Pedlar – Assistance (coincides with affordable housing)
Rock Valley Cemetery
Preservation of Historical docs
Train Station
Support Wistariahurst
Acquire and restore historic buildings (for affordable housing)
Continue support of City Hall and Library maintenance (clock tower and stained-glass windows)
and outside grounds
War Memorial upkeep – wooden doors and woodwork
Monument @ Veterans Park refurbished so lettering is more legible
Richardson Train Station Building should be rehabbed – farmers market or restaurant
City Hall windows
Concerns about viability of projects (a registry process could be useful with this)
$ War Memorial should be taken care of
Stop pouring money into lost causes (Victory Theatre)
Pulaski Park
Scott Tower
* Secure the Train Station – Secure the roof (CPA funds) – Arsenic? Can CPA funds be used?
More appealing to investors
Stabilizing Buildings
Historic barns and carriage houses / coach families to protect and enhance properties
The Armory / prep for investors
Mater Dolorosa
Inventory for historic registry?
Victory Theatre
Open up historic electric wheels, underground historic project, Canal Sites
Victory Theatre, ongoing grants
Armory, museum, eligible for historic
Stained glass windows preservation in City Hall
Front Steps to City Hall, Dwight Street
City Hall, in general, handicap accessibility
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Discussion Exercise Part 3 – Community Housing
On the screen is a list of needs and opportunities identified for CPA funding under Community Housing.
Are there any that you would like to see funded over the next five years, and/or are there other
programs you would like to see funded? Why?
On the Screen:







Develop new multifamily housing through adaptive reuse and brownfield redevelopment
Rehabilitate existing homes to create affordable units
Prevent existing affordable units from converting to market rate
Infill development on vacant lots
Temporary rental assistance to prevent/end homelessness
First-time homebuyer assistance

Group Responses:





















Vacant Lots
o Preservation – of historic buildings – like 1850 Blue going onto empty lot adjacent to
Armory 278 Pine St.
o Generates bigger tax rate
o Committed to development
o Encourage ownership in areas
o Fill in missing urban fabric
Adaptive Reuse
o Re-purpose buildings that may otherwise go to waste / decay
Would like to see more market rate buildings / apartments – mix
Funding to non-profit agency that trains people to work on housing
o Insulation installation
o Job training
o Focus on Downtown / older historic buildings
Need to support a mix of affordable and market rate – like Cubit.
Prevent / Avoid demolition by neglect – by renovating homes
Adaptive reuse and brownfield redevelopment (x4)
Infill vacant lots
Support first time homebuyer assistance
All of the above
Prioritize for most need
Rehab existing housing
Put aside 10% and bank it for the future
Yankee Pedlar House move – One Holyoke
Home ownership assistance – first time buyer
HHA – Senior Housing
Infill Housing
First-time homebuyers’ assistance
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Vacant lots developed into home ownership lots for low or moderate income families, 2 family,
or 3 family homes
Rehabilitate existing older / historic homes for affordable housing
Sell infill lots to abutters where feasible (can community / individual gardens by component of
low-income housing)
Prioritize structures that can be preserved
Old mill buildings – market / affordable housing / group home – mix it up! Create diversity in the
buildings
Rehabilitation of homes
Wayfinders
Old hotel near train station
What is a healthy community? What number of affordable housing is needed to keep that way?
20% not a lot of folks here
Property is taxed – important consideration!!
First-time homebuyers’ assistance

Discussion Exercise Part 4 – All Categories
The CPA requires that 30% of a community’s funds be reserved for community housing, historic
preservation, and open space (10% each). The remaining 70% of its CPA funding can be used for any of
the CPA program areas. What are Holyoke’s highest priorities?
Group Responses:
















Historic preservation
Create a long-term plan / vision to try to make funding not piecemeal – for the best / highest
purpose
School & Poverty – Holyoke’s biggest concerns need funding
Historic (x1)
Open space (x1)
Community housing (x3)
o Convert existing vacants
Floating split between open space & historic preservation as opportunity presents itself
Historic preservation
o Victory
o Merry Go Round
Open Space
½ historic preservation
½ open spaces + recreation
Priorities – 35% each + statutory 10%
o Historic Preservation
o Open Space
Historic / getting buildings ready for investors – stabilize and secure / make concrete
improvements
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Green spaces an important second / maintaining on expanding community parks / athletic fields
/ farms
Privately owned funding – public access improve value
Reassess periodically to see what priorities
Historic building preservation; taking pride on our city; economic development projects to
provide jobs
Turnkey buildings

The CPC wants to set up this program, and the projects that it funds, for success. In your personal
experience, what factors will contribute to a project’s success?
Group Responses:























Good planning
Allocate proper funding to 120 Job night – maximize funding to assure job completed properly
instead of must pros. partially one
Do projects as a part of long term plans
Small, quick win that the entire community will see benefit
o Results
Project that create active participation
Marketing of successful project
Demonstrated constituent / political support
Support of the Office of Economic Development
Transparency / respect community input and listen to residents’ requests
Something of “lasting” quality
Partnership with other organizations
Ability to maintain aging / improvements over the long term
Public interest & involvement in a project
Tangible impact on quality of life when completed
Water-Nature-Historic Buildings – enjoying it and helping people to understand our assets
through enjoyment
City Trails – maps
Maintaining properties
Economic development
Investment in projects leverage their success with CPA funding
Taxable projects
Home-buying
Matching funding

What kinds of projects will have the greatest positive impact on the community?
Group Responses:



Projects that bring in jobs
Project that bring in tourists – educate people, enliven Downtown
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Address greater range of socio-economic status
Open train station
Victory Theatre
Improve parks that have little or not interest – raise above minimum base
Quality of life vs health of city
Bring regeneration to City
Marketing in actions of City
Focus on development of Downtown core (vacant High Street)
Hotel Jess
Encourage more rail
Quality of life + historic preservation
o Victory Theatre
o Merry Go Round
Funding – rehab areas that will benefit all citizens not just Holyokers
Mt. Tom Ski Area could have impact on all of Western MA
The upkeep of City Hall visually and accessibility
Projects that combine to synergistically so that they multiply each others’ value --- smallish
projects can add up to more than the sum of their parts
Projects that improve overall City property values
Expanding Canal Walk – top priority
Informal artists – store fronts – festival
Partnering with HCC and UMass
More family-oriented projects – affordable for all – support a total community
We need restaurants!
o Having historic buildings that can support great restaurants
Projects with employment
Investments
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Survey
The Community Preservation Committee conducted a survey of Holyoke residents to gather input
about goals and priorities for community preservation funding. The survey asked respondents to rank
the proportion of funding they would like to see go to each of the program areas, rate their agreement
with goal statements, and their agreement with using CPA funding for examples of the types of
projects that might be eligible for CPA funding for each program area. In addition, the survey included
some demographic questions to gauge the characteristics of the population who responded to the
survey.
More than 300 responses were received between [dates]. The survey was available online, and print
copies were provided at the Library, the Senior Center, City Hall, and the public forum. The survey was
also offered in Spanish both in print and online formats.
Not all who began the survey completed it; the number of total responses diminished slightly as the
survey progressed, with approximately 250 respondents completing the entire survey (of whom
[number] completed the print version, and the remaining took the survey online.) One participant
responded to the survey in Spanish.
The results of the survey are an expression of public opinion about the priorities, goals, and preferences
for types of projects that might be paid for with CPA funds. They do not necessarily equate to
community needs and opportunities, which have been identified through a combination of data
analysis and consultation with City departments, boards and commissions, and community
organizations. When evaluating specific funding proposals, the Committee will use its discretion to
consider input from stakeholders, as well as characteristics of specific development proposals, along
with survey results.
Overall Funding Priorities
The first question the survey asks is whether respondents would like to see a low, medium, or high
proportion of funds spent for historic preservation, affordable housing, or open space/recreation, or an
even amount spent across the categories. About 13-14 percent of respondents said that they would like
to see an even allocation of funds between the program areas.
-

Among the three program areas, Open Space/Recreation showed the strongest support for
receiving a larger share of funding; over 40 percent would like to see a high proportion of funding,
while 13 percent would allocate a low proportion of funding to this category.

-

Historic Preservation received very mixed support. 28 percent of respondents would like to see a
high proportion of funds for this category, while 23 percent would like to see a small proportion,
and 49 percent would prefer to see a medium proportion of funds be used for historic preservation.

-

Relatively few respondents indicated that they want to see a majority of funds be used for
Affordable Housing. About 28 percent indicated that they would like to see a medium share of
funds be used in this category, while close to 60 percent indicated that it should receive a low share.
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Overall there is not overwhelming agreement that any of the program areas should receive the majority
of funds. While there is stronger support for open space and recreation spending than the other two
program areas, the largest share of respondents indicated that they would like to see a medium share
of funds go toward Open Space and Recreation and Historic Preservation, with a smaller share going
toward Affordable Housing.
In the open ended comments, the most common themes are a desire to see that CPA funds benefit all
of Holyoke – not only specific neighborhoods, demographic groups, or income levels. “Considerar
Diversidad e inclusión en las propuestas y decisiones que se tomen.” [Consider diversity and inclusion in
the proposals and decisions taken.] Or, as stated by another, CPA priorities should be to help
“EVERYONE in a POSITIVE and USEFUL way.” This also echoes a common sentiment that participants
hope to see CPA be used to make sound investment in Holyoke’s quality of life and economic
sustainability. “Use my taxes to increase the overall property value of the City.” Respondents also
indicated that they would like to see CPA be used for projects for which other sources of funding are not
available or where city funding can leverage substantial investment from other funding sources. “The
question for this money is what will Holyoke tax revenue do for Holyoke that is not funded through
another source?” Another strong message is that respondents associate affordable housing with
Holyoke’s high concentration of poverty, for which reason they do not want CPA funds to support it.
Community Preservation Goals and Examples of Potential Projects
The next set of questions asked participants to indicate their agreement with suggested goals and
examples of potential types of projects in each program area. The following table shows the goals for
each program area and the survey responses. Among the three program areas, the strongest level of
agreement was with goals relating to open space and recreation followed by historic preservation,
which is consistent with the overall ranking from Question 1.
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Open Space/Recreation
CPA funds should be used to preserve open space for
natural resource protection and passive recreation.
CPA funds should be used to improve access to open
space and recreation for all Holyoke residents.
CPA funds should be used for parks and open space to
attract tourism and economic development.
Historic Preservation
CPA funds should be used to preserve city-owned
historic buildings and sites.
CPA funds should be used to preserve buildings and
sites that are owned by private individuals and
organizations.
CPA funds should be used to preserve historical
documents, records, and artifacts.
Affordable Housing
CPA funds should be used to help low and moderate
income residents access affordable housing.
CPA funds should be used to improve neighborhoods
and expand housing diversity.
CPA funds should be used to preserve and increase the
supply of affordable housing.

I somewhat
or strongly
agree

I Somewhat
or Strongly
Disagree

I don’t
know

Weighted
Average
(scale of 1-4)

86%

12%

2%

3.34

89%

10%

1%

3.48

82%

17%

1%

3.20

77%

20%

3%

3.43

41%

53%

6%

2.40

66%

32%

2%

3.10

34%

63%

3%

2.00

43%

52%

5%

2.14

34%

59%

7%

1.92

Specifically, respondents were most concerned with improving access to open space and recreation for
all residents, preserving historic city-owned buildings, and protecting natural resources. There is less
support for funding historic preservation projects for properties for properties or assets which are not
city-owned, however there were several suggestions in the open-ended responses for projects that
would renovate and encourage private investment in the downtown. Reflecting this sentiment, there is
greater support for the goal of improving neighborhoods and expanding housing diversity than for
affordable housing goals that relate to meeting the needs of low income households or sustaining the
affordable housing supply.
The following series of tables show the participants’ responses to examples of potential projects that
could utilize CPA funds.
The types of open space and recreation projects that participants most strongly support are those that
improve existing parks and recreational facilities. Open ended comments highlight specific
neighborhood parks and athletic fields that are in need of improvement. Some respondents would like
to see more trees and better access to open space for Downtown residents, while others would prefer
to see funding used for other neighborhoods outside of the Downtown. Many respondents indicate a
preference for improving and rehabilitating existing amenities rather than acquiring or creating new
ones, although a few offered bold ideas such as an elevated walkway along the Connecticut River and
acquiring the two privately-owned country clubs for open space. There was also strong support for
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projects that would make city more appealing and to attract tourism, but these tended to be given a
slightly lower priority than projects to enhance the quality of life for Holyoke residents.

Open Space/Recreation
Rehabilitate neighborhood playgrounds and parks
Ensure permanent protection of land to protect drinking
water and critical habitat areas
Improve trails in city-owned open space
Increase handicapped accessibility of parks and playgrounds
Habitat restoration and pollution prevention projects
Expand public access to the Connecticut River
Improve former Mount Tom Ski Area
Provide water features or fountains, swimming area
Renovate Scott’s Tower and improve surrounding park and
access trails
Extend Canalwalk and create pocket parks downtown
Expand community gardens

I somewhat
or strongly
agree

I Somewhat
or Strongly
Disagree

I don’t
know

Weighted
Average
(scale of 1-4)

88%
86%

11%
13%

1%
1%

3.41
3.37

85%
81%
81%
80%
73%
66%
73%

12%
17%
15%
29%
24%
31%
21%

4%
1%
3%
1%
4%
3%
6%

3.22
3.22
3.16
3.11
3.00
2.79
2.92

64%
65%

33%
31%

3%
3%

2.75
2.74

With respect to historic preservation, most respondents agree with preserving city-owned buildings,
sites, documents, and artifacts. City Hall, in particular preserving the stained glass windows, was
highlighted as a top priority by many participants, as well as preserving and archiving Town documents
and artifacts. While there was less support for using CPA funds to preserve the Armory, on the other
hand several participants suggested that they would like to see the city facilitate the renovation of
abandoned historic buildings so that they may be resold as tax-generating properties, possibly
combined with affordable housing objectives. Despite the lower level of agreement expressed for the
goal of preserving property in private ownership, the majority of respondents favored the use of CPA
funds to support sites like the Merry Go Round, as one respondent commented it “attracts tourism,
adds to the economy. At least one comment acknowledges that more information is needed to
determine whether they would support CPA funding for privately-owned versus pubic property. The
overall tone of comments suggests that support for other projects such as the Armory, Mater Dolorosa
church and the Richardson Train Station might be higher if there was a clearer understanding of what
these sites might be used for and how their restoration would benefit Holyoke economically.
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Historic Preservation
Wistariahurst Museum
City Hall
Merry Go Round
Monuments and cemeteries
Records and documents in City Hall
Train Station
Renovation of mill buildings
Armory
Mater Dolorosa Church

I somewhat
or strongly
agree

I Somewhat
or Strongly
Disagree

I don’t
know

Weighted
Average
(scale of 1-4)

73%
74%
72%
66%
66%
61%
57%
48%
36%

25%
24%
26%
29%
31%
35%
39%
47%
60%

1%
2%
2%
5%
3%
4%
4%
5%
4%

3.35
3.34
3.29
3.13
3.11
2.95
2.87
2.61
2.26

Affordable housing projects received lower support from survey respondents than other program areas.
Many commented in open-ended responses that the city already has a relatively large supply of
affordable housing, taking advantage of funding from other available sources. There was greater
support for projects that would create mixed income housing that adds more market rate units to the
downtown, as well as redeveloping empty lots and increasing homeownership opportunities. A few
commented that they would like to see affordable housing that supports existing Holyoke residents,
such as housing targeted toward seniors or to prevent foreclosures. “Focus on the people who really live
here -- not attracting outsiders. Focus on the folks who are struggling and need support.”

Affordable Housing
Infill development of single- and two-family houses
on vacant lots
Downpayment assistance for first time homebuyers
Rehabilitate existing homes and apartments to create
affordable units
Temporary rental assistance to prevent homelessness
Develop multifamily units through adaptive reuse or
brownfield redevelopment
Prevent existing affordable units from losing their
affordability restrictions and becoming market rate
Convert rental housing to condominiums

I somewhat
or strongly
agree

I Somewhat
or Strongly
Disagree

I don’t
know

Weighted
Average
(scale of 1-4)

47%

46%

7%

2.24

39%
40%

55%
53%

6%
5%

2.07
2.05

37%
38%

61%
52%

3%
10%

2.03
1.98

37%

57%

6%

1.98

31%

59%

10%

1.85

General Information
The survey included a set of questions to collect information about respondents, to gauge how the
survey respondents represent Holyoke’s population overall. It is important to recognize which
segments of the population are more or less reflected in the public input received through this planning
process.
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The majority of respondents are long-time residents. About 64 percent have lived in Holyoke for
over 20 years, while 20 percent have lived in Holyoke for 10-20 years, and 16 percent for less than
10 years. According to American Community Survey (ACS 2012-2016), about 25 percent of Holyoke
residents have lived in the same house since before 2000, while half have moved to their current
house since 2010.

-

About 5 percent of respondents indicated that they were born outside of the United States,
compared with 7 percent of Holyoke’s population. About half were born in Holyoke. Concern was
raised about this question due to the large Puerto Rican community in Holyoke (21 percent of
Holyoke’s population), for whom the question of whether they were born in the US may be
ambiguous, and because of concern about being asked to indicate immigration status. For this
reason the question was omitted from the Spanish survey.

-

Survey-takers were disproportionately older adults. People under the age of 35 comprise nearly half
of Holyoke’s population, but only 13 percent of those who took the survey.

-

People who responded to the survey also tended to have higher incomes. More than half of survey
respondents had incomes between $50,000 and $100,000, while only 26 percent of the city’s
households are in this income range. Relatively few survey-takers had incomes below $25,000
compared to the proportion of households with very low incomes.

Comparison of Survey Respondents to Overall Population
40%
35%
30%

Survey respondents
Holyoke residents

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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Finally, survey responses came disproportionately from certain neighborhoods. The largest
concentration came from residents of the Highlands, followed by Oakdale and Elmwood. The
fewest responses came from Smith’s Ferry, South Holyoke, the Flats, or Whiting Farms.

Neighborhood of Residence of Survey Respondents
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Open Ended Comments
Question 2 (Open Space and Recreation):













2F and 3d ) Renovate / improve Pulaski Park which overlooks the CT River. Park was designed by Olmstead’s
office
Clean the downtown area, trash is everywhere.
Baseball fields for kids
Buildings need to be built
New playscape at Mayer field
Jones Point - tennis courts and playing
Mt Tom is now owned by a private entity, they should work along with the City to I'm prove that area. Hard
Rock was committed to a vast improvement of the area, if the City was to do the casino but we all know what
happened to that plan. Also what has the state return been over the last 5 years
CPA should be used to PRESERVE and CONSERVE open space and historic assets ONLY
More trees everywhere especially in urban or public spaces. No new development without grass and trees or
landscaping. not just concrete or parking lots.
Adding greenspace to dense neighborhoods, add/improve/maintain parks, playgrounds, basketball courts that
serve youth. Focus on the supporting the Holyokers/Holyoke neighborhoods with the least access to green space
Replant trees destroyed in the Oct. 2011 freak snowstorm. That means investing in the more rural wards of
the City which actually generate most of the CPA money. I am ready to move out of Holyoke, because I am
tired of subsidizing the people who do not pay taxes. At least spend some money to keep Wards 5, 6, and 7
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desirable places to live. Our property values have NOT kept pace with inflation. Holyoke has been the worst
investment I have ever made.
If you are using $$ for community gardens please set strict guidelines so that the gardens do not look like the
one on lower Cabot St next to the old Precious Blood church. That is an eyesore and looks like a 3rd world
country. Do not allow more dilapidated fencing to be the boundary of the community gardens. Take a page
from South Hadley's community garden on Rte. 47, it looks great.
I am against this tax in all forms.
CPA funds should be returned to the taxpayer
Remove blighted buildings, financially support single family home building downtown.
There is a park on Morgan St that has not been touched in over 20 years. Kennedy park is an eyesore and
Needs to be addressed. I did not see that on the list of parks that are being done this year.
Build multi-use paths in parks and open space areas, especially in the lower wards.
Make the entryways to the city more attractive such as route 5 north and south & 202 to route 5
Rather than create any new parks it would be nice to fix the ones we have
Community programs like we used to have for kids. I remember every weekend during summer a fun van
would go to one of the public parks and we did crafts.
Money should be used in areas where it benefits the people who own property and pay taxes. NOT DOWNTOWN
"CPA funds should be used to improve access to open space and recreation for all Holyoke residents."- a CT
River- riverside pathway akin to the Highline in nyc- to maintain the shoreline from erosion, and to increase
habitat for wildlife (support environment/ecology of fresh water)- to create access to native environment support education of ecological principals. 'water features' in parks that create connection to natural
waterways would be outstanding- "Sue Ellen Panitch River Access Center" is experiential learning tool, and
great exercise.
Save existing Holyoke Historical landmarks; city hall stained glass, Armory, scotts tower.
Give the money back to taxpayers.
use funds to identify, post, enforce boundaries of all cons-comm owned properties. also use funds to develop
recreational opportunities on these properties where appropriate.; Rohan Park on Sargeant and Mayer Field
need renovations.; Re-do defunct “water feature” at Heritage State Park; Purchase Wyckoff and Holyoke
Country Club Golf Courses; Improve Boys and Girls’ Clubs. property at Mt Tom.
Build a free public pool
I like Canalwalk, not sure if it really needs expansion; would prefer more pocket parks instead. I don't see
them necessarily tied together
Create or improve our youth baseball fields. Our teams now travel to other communities and many of their
baseball fields put ours to shame. It would be nice to have fences and level playing fields that are safe.
Take down blighted buildings deemed unsafe. Restore usable building structures on Main St and High St.
More youth/teen activities
Pocket Parks are expensive to maintain. Canal Walk is nice - but doesn't need to be extended
The Holyoke Merry-Go-Round is historic, attracts tourism, adds to the economy.
Coordinate with HGE for Canal & Dam improvements - colored lighting, picnic areas. Check out South Hadley
side for great use of land near the dam. Invest in historic and informational signage.
Access to Open Space and Recreation - Other - Create trail from Wyatt Park to Community Field // Tourism
and Economic Development Parks and Open Space - Other - Get rid of obvious advertising on adopted
islands along roadways -- Ferriter Law signs by 91 exit ramps = visual litter
Note on "Provide water features or fountains, swimming pools" --- * rehab Pouliot Pool or rebuild!
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CPA funds should NEVER be used for more low income housing. -- Aren't the cemeteries all privately owned?
Really let's look at the Armory, half of it is already gone. Once again the City let the horses out and now wants
to shut the barn door. The canal walk, how about investing in the infrastructure and renovating and cleaning
up downtown
Have the Old Holyoke Transcript Telegram digitized for the Holyoke History room and make it avaiable by
paid subscription.
All of these are a pretty low priority! Focus on our people today
Create a pool from which private home owners can apply for funds for exterior renovations or restorations of
historic gardens. Everyone who sees these improvements benefits, but the costs are prohibitive to private
owners who can NOT apply for tax credits (as can for-profit businesses). .City records are now in disarray
making it difficult for owners to obtain the documents necessary for applying to the National Registry of
Historic Places. At minimum we need an index of what is available and where it is stored. Right now the best
source of that information is a gentleman at the Water Company who is likely to soon retire.
I am against this tax in all forms overall
yankee Pedlar
Lower the population density downtown, create incentives for home ownership downtown.
Records and documents in the Holyoke Public Library.
city hall stained glass; Reuse the Armory Building; Lynch School; Holyoke House; Victory Theater; Old fire
alarm pull stations wrapped in burlap; Elmwood Cemetery
several apartment building and churches, Fun Times Bowling Alley
2.d old boys club, parsons hall, studebaker bldg. 1.a. Annex, volleyball hall of fame
Victory Theater
I only downgraded Wisty because they seem adept at securing some grant funds already. I would like to see a
requirement for some percentage of the project to be funded elsewhere/leverage of other funding sources,
except perhaps in extreme or emergency cases where there is no other source of funding available.
Holyoke History Room, private organizational archives
I think the city should be stricter with the reverter clause extensions it issues and if a property isn't being
developed privately and is allowed to sit vacant, the city could use CPA funds to restore and sell condo units
to low income buyers. I would suggest the same for buildings where the taxes are delinquent and not paid
after attempts to work with the owners.
Important historical and architectural residences and buildings. City Hall Water fountain should be
operational. Need to create a subcommittee to consider a true museum dedicated to all aspects of Holyoke's
history. Wisteriahurst is selective and has decommissioned many items.
city/publicly-owned - City Hall - Public Responsibility // city/publicly-owned - Train Station - public
responsibility // city/publicly-owned - Other - open house / theatre // historical documents, records, and
artifacts - across whole thing no interest
City/Publicly-owned historic buildings and sites - Other - Scott's Tower // Privately-owned buildings and sites Other - Mt. Tom Reservation
Note on "City Hall" Make fixing the stained glass windows a 1st priority!! / Note on "Train Station" what a
shame it is in that condition!
city/publicly-owned historic buildings and sites: City Hall Stained Glass Windows // two responses recorded
for Merry Go Round, but no response recorded for Mill Buildings

Question 4 (Affordable Housing):
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Creating lot for the sale of new houses for new home owner
Respectfully, low income and affordable housing is very important but state and federal tax dollars already
are dedicated to this important issue. The question for this money is what will Holyoke tax revenue due for
Holyoke that is not funded through another source?
#2&#3 should be required of developers not tax payers.
Top priority!
Holyoke NEEDS to attract new residents who can afford to pay market rate for housing and who will want
better restaurants, home furnishing stores, and amenities Downtown. Holyoke already has TOO MUCH
subsidized and low income ("affordable") housing for people who do not CREATE jobs for others. Subsidized
housing should be for a limited period of time, NOT 30 years or more! Most of the proposals above will attract
more poor residents from neighboring towns AND will increase the number of non-profit Poverty Industry
workers (mostly useless bureaucrats) who abuse our citizens while supposedly "helping" them. I noticed the
proposals above were created by Social Justice Warriors who did not bother to consider the needs of
Holyoke's Senior Citizens. When we build to attract poor families with children and single parents we increase
our rapidly inflating school tax burdens. Are we INSANE?
Holyoke already has extensive low income and affordable housing units
There is far too much given away and for far too long, which has turned large areas into ruins. The city should
reduce what is provided, and certainly not increase it.
I am against this tax in all forms. especially for people who don't work, have no connection to our community,
and only vote for Morse because he wants to bring more "takers" to our city, those who only want aid and
generally don't want to help
More market rate housing like Cubit
CPA funds should be returned to the taxpayer, so they can maintain their own homes.
tear down abandoned buildings - Holyoke has more affordable housing than all other cities and towns. Let
Longmeadow, Hampden, East Longmeadow and Wilbraham start providing affordable housing. It shouldn't
continue to be a Holyoke burden.
There is too much affordable and low income housing to support the tax base and create a demand for
business; create more market rate housing.
Holyoke has enough affordable housing, E.g. Lyman Terrace, Bodin Village, Whitings Farm Rd, Jackson Pkrway
I would like to see more market-rate multifamily housing in Holyoke mixed in with the affordable housing.
Prefer rehabilitation of existing structures to building of new structures.
Holyoke has far too much subsidized housing - this money should NOT be spent in this manner.
I think we have enough low income housing. I don’t like paying extra money to the city to pay for other
people’s housing
Improve downtown facade on high street so it looks uniform when driving through rather then disjointed and
disorganized planning.
not other but you took the words right out of my mouth
Housing in South Holyoke: Neighborhood residents could buy in the neighborhood they grew up in with
foreclosure assistance, first time home buyer assistance
Affordable homeownership opportunities
There would seem to be ample overlap available for historic pres and affordable housing with Holyoke's
existing building stock
CPA -should be used for recreation and/or historic enhancement of city. Other programs exist for housing needs
If this were Northampton, with very few low and affordable housing options, I might vote differently, but
Holyoke seems to have plenty of options compared with market rate options.
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I think rental housing that is currently occupied as such should not be converted to condos, but vacant
buildings could be sold as condos so the city doesn't have the burden of managing them.
Funds should not be used to help private businesses who don't want to reinvest their profits into their
properties unless you offer an opportunity where they invest 80% and maintain historic features.
Note on "CPA Funds can be used to facilitate the creation, preservation, or access to affordable housing" This
is already being done in a big way in Holyoke

Question 5 (Comments or Suggestions about CPA priorities?):




















Considerar Diversidad e inclusión en las propuestas y decisiones que se tomen
Translation: Consider diversity and inclusion in the proposals and decisions that are made
Make sure it is EVENLY distributed among all seven wards
How about cleaning up High and Main Streets and keeping them attractive
No more subsidized housing
Sports facilities for kids, specially baseball fields
Improving affordable housing would be great (community gardens, historical feature preservation). Holyoke
doesn't need more for the sake of more, though
I think that we need too fix up the city of Holyoke starting with the area that the train station is at I think we
should put at least 1 hotel for people 2 I think we need more stores if you get off the trim you might want to
look around so more stores will bring in more money and more tourists next Holyoke’s Main Street as we call
it high street more high end stores will be nice for those that like name brand like me for example I like foot
locker now I know we have a foot locker in the Holyoke mall but why not have a footlocker or a finish line
store on high street now for my last one #3 we need to fix up the buildings some get started but never get
finished and it makes the city look bad so fixing up the places I pointed out with the few ideas of many more
that I have we can make Holyoke a place that you are proud to call home.
None
Kindly dedicate this money for purposes not already funded through a different public resource
Holyoke shares the majority of the burden for low income housing. CPA PRESERVE the community by
cleaning up litter. Race street looks beautiful. Two blocked west on High Street looks disgusting. Make
Veteran’s Park safe for downtown employees to use. There are too many vagrants and unemployed persons
which could be cleaning up trash. Perhaps allocation for an Officer to patrol the neighborhood and deter
obvious drug dealing near the Park. Maple and Dwight st is a terrible intersection both pedestrian and drivers.
Please clean up High Street!! Thank you!
Do what was done at Jackson Parkway to more vacant lots in the city. Thank You for your commitment to
improving our city.
A strong priority should be a new playscape at Mayer field in ward 3. The very small playscape there now is in
disrepair and needs to be replaced
no low income housing money
CPA should be abolished. 2) Committee should start working to get abolishment on the ballot. 3) This is an
egregious tax based on lies that were spewed by people who really don't pay taxes. 4) The "waiver" is a farce it is egregious that so much personal information is required which breaks all hippa laws. 5) Not a dime of this
money should be going to low income housing.
Government provides funds/grants for low income housing; which my personal taxes are already allocated to.
There is no reason that an additional tax on "property owners" only should support low income housing.
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Let's get going! Go Holyoke!
The CPA was presented to the Public as an alternative means to preserve and conserve recreational open
space and conservation land. The Legislature added housing AFTER the voters approved the CPA. I strongly
recommend that the City of Holyoke use the CPA monies for preservation and conservation only.
We have too much low income housing and not enough cleaning up ]of parks, streets, making the city
attractive to newcomers
Preserve what's left to save.
Budget conservatively as it's Year 1.
I think developing open spaces for recreational use is paramount. People make decisions about home buying
based on this important aspect, especially those with families.
Green open space, parks, outdoor facilities such as pools and green energy and river access and green,
sustainable river and all other development. Trees and more trees. Some historic preservation of public use
spaces such as Mt Tom, Museums, MerryGo Round etc. Only projects that serve ALL residents. not just select
sub-groups or income levels.
No monies put into historical buildings as Holyoke lets them fall down
Need recreational areas
Focus on the people who really live here -- not attracting outsiders. Focus on the folks who are struggling and
need support, not boosting the property values of those who are already comfortable (I'm a comfortable
property owner)
If money is not spent to encourage taxpayers to remain in Holyoke, then there will be fewer taxpayers and
less CPA money. If Holyoke's home values had kept pace with inflation, there would be far greater tax
revenues available to the City. Instead home values have been essentially stagnant for the past decade or
more, meaning most homeowners cannot sell without realizing large Long-term Capital Losses (which are
NOT tax deductible!).
you wouldn't get much money
Pick projects that are feasible to complete!
Funds should absolutely not go to anything privately owned or to "affordable" housing. That would be
completely ridiculous considering who is getting surcharged to fund it.
This shouldn't even be a thing so there should be no priorities unless they effect EVERYONE in Holyoke in a
POSITIVE and USEFUL way, instead of special interest groups.
No more low income housing Holyoke has become an economy of poverty, continually dependent upon state
and federal funds. It’s not working
CPA should not be used for affordable housing AT ALL
repeal the damn tax
Let's go!
We have more than our fair share of low income housing in Western Mass but too little market rate housing in
safe areas to encourage young professionals to stay here, or choose Holyoke when moving to the area from
outside Western Mass.
Holyoke has too much affordable and low income
We have enough affordable housing. Try to draw market rate renters
A shame this CPA Surcharge even made the ballot, and worse passed! Passed in a city that doesn't balance
their books or feel public officials need to be audited; annually. I’m of strong opinion that if the city stopped
frivolous spending (ie: Christmas Tree), stopped paying indv off and payed more attention to allocating the
"budgeted" funds there would not be a need to surcharge property owners. Where is the incentive to buy
Holyoke property?
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CPA surcharge should be eliminated.
Preserve existing parks, playgrounds etc... Maintain only current low/moderate income structures (NO NEW
ONES). Do not buy any land, keep land for private development.
Use funds to improve play spaces and facilities in and around the public schools.
Think more before take the wrong decision on turn down historic building
Let's start worrying about the current taxpayers. We do not need to bring additional low income nontaxpayers into the city.
CPA should be about preservation of the community - not low income housing - there are enough tax
resources allocated to these areas.
Fields and upkeep of parks
Give the money back to the poor tax payers funding this tax...
I did not vote for you to spend my money. I pay enough in taxes.
More condominiums, single family houses, and market rate housing to create an increased demand for service
businesses in the city. It increases the tax base and provides blue collar jobs which the city needs downtown.
Should be for Parks, Recreation and landmarks not for aids to quality of life issues
Stained Glass windows in City Hall.
None
The money should be used to benefit the tax payers who are funding the accounts, NOT to create more
benefits for people already supported by taxpayer funded entitlement programs.
We need to update our Parks and open spaces
Holyoke needs workforce housing for families with children.
Please prioritize historical landmarks and parks.
Really think CPA should focus on parks and open space, especially in the lower wards (The Flats, South
Holyoke, Churchill). Same for preservation of blighted historic structures. Also, I don't understand why
whether you were born in Holyoke or not has any relevance to this survey. It's actually pretty insulting that
you would even ask that question. Does my opinion matter less since I was not born in Holyoke? I pay taxes
here, I volunteer at the YMCA at an after school program, I serve on a municipal board. I am incredibly
invested in Holyoke, and this sort of "good-ol'-boy" question is the mindset that keeps Holyoke stuck in the
reveries of the past instead of accepting the present and looking forward to the future.
Repeal it.
Maintain what we already have before adding additional infrastructure that cannot be maintained. Parks at
schools and in neighborhood need attention.
More public art, but not murals.
"affordable housing" have had significant investment already. I do not want to see one dime of this money
spent for more of it, its horribly unfair to the homeowner resident taxpayers of Holyoke. There should be no
more subsidized or public housing added and most especially not with the taxpayers money. The % of public
and subsidized housing in the city is far higher than any other adjacent municipalities, and is at the root of a
significant part of our cities problems. The first impression i.e. entryways to the city need work. All of the
places where people enter the city from route 91 need attention - flowers, landscaping, etc. these are not
expensive things but they make a difference in the impression made when people enter the city - the South
Hadley bridge as well, painting the railings, hanging flowers etc.
Scott Tower needs immediate attention to be safe. I would like to see this piece of property that was donated
to the city be open for the community to use again.
While all of these program areas are important, I believe that creating public spaces and
protecting/restoring/maintaining natural areas is the best use of the funds.
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Open space, parks and community centers should be given priory over housing projects. We can ALL benefit
from the open space etc. We do not all benefit from low income housing - and those landlords/deed holders
should be responsible for the upkeep etc. We didn’t all vote for CPA- so if we are all going to be charged it
should be used on something that enhances the public spaces that everyone can use. Don’t make it another
tax on something we'll never benefit from....
Scott's Tower renovation. Mountain Park/Mt. Tom renovation.
The city of Holyoke bears the significant financial and social stresses of having four-times the state's average
poverty level. The best way to help our neighbors is to bring in more market-rate housing.
City council members should not use money for their own personal agenda. We need change. Not more of
same corruption. I pay taxes people go on welfare and receive assistance from government. The city does not
need to create a fund for lower income the fed already has that. CPA money should not be used to create
housing THAT IS NOT THE PLATFORM YOU ALL TRIED TO SELL IT TO US UNDER.
Focus on parks and economic development.
The priorities should be improving areas of the city used by property owning taxpayers. No more
improvements downtown.
Public spaces w an emphasis on historic artifacts, fountains, benches, statues, space in city hall and related
systems
prioritizing is not so hard: people and planet before profit.
Historic preservation. Improve parks and mitigate brownfields. Use my taxes to increase the overall property
value of the City. Blight reduction.
Handle the money wisely. It's not your money. It's the money of taxpayers, many of whom opposed, but are
stuck with, the CPA.
improvement of Springdale Park to meet the needs of the people who use it; Valley Arena Park needs
extensive work Improve signage and parking for all our trails and open spaces. We need a holistic plan for
signage and places to park for access. • Smith Building (276 High Street) • City Hall Archives (money for
preservation of old, deteriorating documents stored in the basement of City Hall) • Hotel Jesse and Depot
Square neighborhood • Canal Gallery • Farr Alpaca buildings • Historical markers for buildings and
neighborhoods in the city.
Stay away from using public funds on private properties.
Please use funds to improve parks and help economy/business creation/attractiveness. Limit use to put
towards affordable housing that keeps Holyoke from gaining a competitive advantage. Make Holyoke a place
people want to live by improving quality of life, not somewhere they only live if needed by continually
investing in poverty retention. We can do better and with these funds spent right, we just might!
The CPA is should not be used for anything involving section 8 housing.
Develop programs that pay for youth employment and empowerment
I need more info. Re: helping public vs privately owned properties.
Prioritize park and open space improvement and preservation also funds for demolition of tax delinquent
dangerous eyesore properties
Our parks and athletic fields are in need of improvement. Our baseball and soccer fields are in need of
upgrades. Some new baseball diamonds with fences would be nice. Our diamonds are uneven and dangerous.
Crosier field is over used and does not have adequate parking perhaps the plans for upgrading it could be
revisited. It would also be helpful if there were bathroom buildings with running water that the public could
actually use were available at our sports fields. Community field has a bathroom but it is usually locked and
there is no sports fields there. Maybe a baseball diamond with a fence in the field area. Holyoke has nothing
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that compares with Forest Park in Springfield, Look Park in Northampton, Nonotuck park in Easthampton
etc. We have also been to fields in Southwick and Wilbraham that are in very good shape.
Rehabilitation of parks for Recreation and athletic purposes
Holyoke has seen many of its historic building get demolished over the years and it is a shame. CPA funds can
help preserve the few that are left. That will make us unique, as many cities have updated their old buildings
until they are now unrecognizable.
Preserving our historic buildings would be my main priority. This would improve our housing stock for existing
and new residents. We need to attract more residents and reduce the number of vacant properties to increase
the tax base. It would be my hope that this would also put some nice and affordable units on the market for
current residents to purchase.
This is a preservation act and this should be the main focus. It should not be thought of as a cash cow for any
groups of individuals, companies or politicians. Put the whole city and ALL its residents first. Think about
historical tourism benefits. Think about making Holyoke a destination location.
Affordable housing for life long Holyoke residence. Senior citizen moderate income. So we don't have to
move out of Holyoke.
Against CPA all together. The one who pay the most into CPA benefit the least. Open Space + Low Income
Housing are AGENDA 21 items. Perpetuity Act - signing land over to non-use in perpetuity - easy to do,
impossible to undo.
Continue park cleanups. Continue to encourage adopted traffic island program, but discourage signage other
than modest signage. Maintain "Dinapohitirbute" at Exit 16 of 91
See comments already made (rehab Pouliot Pool or rebuild, (City Hall) make fixing the stained glass windows
a first priority, (Train Station) what a shame it is in that condition, and "facilitate the creation, preservation, or
access to affordable housing" - this is already being done in a big way in Holyoke) I want my share to go to
fixing the stained glass windows in City Hall
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